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Abstract
A sheaf quantization is a sheaf associated to a Lagrangian brane. By using
the ideas of exact WKB analysis, spectral networks, and scattering diagrams, we
sheaf-quantize spectral curves over the Novikov ring under some assumptions on
the behavior of stokes curves.
In the case of order 2, we prove that the local system associated to the sheaf
quantization (microlocalization a.k.a. abelianization) over the spectral curve can
be identified with the Voros–Iwaki–Nakanishi coordinate and the Fock–Goncharov
coordinate.
We expect that these sheaf quantizations are the object-level realizations of
a conjectural ~-enhanced Riemann–Hilbert correspondence. We give a formula-
tion of the conjecture, which is expected to be a sheaf-theoretic interpretation
of Kontsevich–Soibelman’s generalized Riemann–Hilbert correspondence and a
partial refinement of D’Agnolo–Kashiwara’s irregular Riemann–Hilbert correspon-
dence. We discuss some evidences of the conjecture.
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1 Introduction
A quantization of a Lagrangian submanifold L usually means a module supported on L
over a quantized symplectic manifold. For example, aD-module on a complex manifold is
a quantization of its characteristic variety. Via the Riemann–Hilbert correspondence, one
can introduce a notion of quantization with more topological flavor: sheaf quantization.
A sheaf is a sheaf quantization of its microsupport SS [KS94].
Characteristic varieties and microsupports are always conic. To quantize non-conic
Lagrangians, it is classical to use D~-modules. A D~-module E is a quantization of
supp(E/~E). Tamarkin introduced an analogue of this trick on the Riemann–Hilbert
dual side [Tam18]. Namely, for a real manifold M , consider the product T ∗M × T ∗τ>0Rt
where Rt is the real line coordinatized by t and τ is the dual cotangent coordinate of t. Let
ρ be a map defined by ρ : T ∗M×T ∗τ>0Rt → T ∗M ; (x, ξ, t, τ) 7→ (x, ξ/τ) where x ∈M and
ξ ∈ T ∗xM . We say that a sheaf E on M ×R is a sheaf quantization of ρ(SS(E)∩ (T ∗M ×
T ∗τ>0R)). This idea is quite useful to study symplectic topology. For example, Tamarkin
proved non-displacement results [Tam18] and Guillermou proved nearby Lagrangian
results [Gui16]. The statements obtained by this method are parallel to those obtained
by Floer-theoretic methods. In fact, one of Tamarkin’s first motivations to introduce
Rt is to realize the Novikov ring Λ0 in sheaf theory. Also, Jin–Treumann [JT] proved a
sheaf quantization is associated to a Lagrangian brane, which is nothing but a necessary
condition to be an object of Fukaya category.
In the first version of quantization (using D-modules), via the Riemann–Hilbert cor-
respondence, a sheaf quantization over a complex manifold is equivalent to a quantization
by a regular holonomic D-module. However, in the second version (using D~-modules),
there is no such Riemann–Hilbert correspondence, so the relation is not clear.
One of the purpose of this paper is to reveal a part of the relationship and to con-
jecture the full relationship.
Naively speaking, the Riemann–Hilbert functor is about solving differential equa-
tions. Also, in our case, we have to solve D~-modules. The appropriate method is
exact WKB analysis [Vor83, KT05]. Classically, the WKB approximation means a semi-
classical approximation of quantum mechanics obtained by considering the Planck con-
stant very small. Exact WKB analysis is a method to solve differential equations with
~ along this line. We solve a given differential equation with special formal power series
(WKB solutions) in ~ and try to sum up the series by Borel’s method.
Exact WKB analysis is quite successful when the base space is complex 1-dimensional
and the differential equation is second order. The result is, roughly speaking, for each Y ∈
C×~ , we have a chamber decomposition of the base space, solutions over each chamber,
and connection formulas between solutions in different chambers. For us, this data give
a gluing of sheaves.
Theorem 1.1. Let C be a Riemann surface with a fixed spin structure
√
K. Let φ be a
quadratic differential satisfying Assumption 4.1 and Assumption 4.4. For a sufficiently
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small Y ∈ C×~ , there exist two sheaf quantizations SY,±φ,√K of the spectral curve of φ as an
object of µ(T ∗C,Re(λ/Y),√−1 Im(λ/Y),Λ0).
We do not explain the definition of µ(T ∗X,Re(λ/Y),√−1 Im(λ/Y),Λ0) here, but we
would like to make some comments. In the previous works [Gui16, JT], to sheaf-quantize
a Lagrangian, we have to assume that the Lagrangian is exact. Since spectral curves
are not exact, we will use R-equivariant sheaves. This equivariance is compatible with
the Novikov ring realization. We moreover incorporate B-fields in sheaf quantization.
The category µ(T ∗X,Re(λ/Y),√−1 Im(λ/Y),Λ0) is combinations of such ideas. The
construction is partially motivated by the author’s category of Λ-modules [Kuw]. Also, a
similar construction will be used in our forthcoming joint work with Shende to construct
Fukaya categories of compact surfaces using microlocal sheaves.
In the case of higher order differential equations, there are two major problems in
exact WKB analysis:
1. The summability of WKB solutions are not well-established.
2. We cannot obtain a chamber decomposition in a similar way as in the quadratic
case, since have collisions of Stokes curves (chamber walls) [BNR82] and the colli-
sions give anomalous monodromies.
In this paper, we will only address the second problem. To cancel the anomalous mon-
odromies, we have to introduce new Stokes curves emanating from the collisions [BNR82].
Then the new Stokes curves may have more collisions. So, in general, we have to add
infinitely many new Stokes curves. This phenomenon is recently rediscovered in physics
in the work of Gaiotto–Moore–Neitzke as spectral network [GMN13].
We will introduce the notion of inductive tameness, to have a tame behavior of new
Stokes curves in each step. Then we can organize it into an inductive sequence of data.
This is an analogue of the notion of scattering diagram [KS06, GS11] and we call it a
spectral scattering diagram. We can mimic the inductive construction of the scattering
diagram and obtain the following:
Theorem 1.2. Let C be a Riemann surface with a fixed spin structure
√
K. For an
~-differential equation which is inductively Y-tame, there exists a sheaf quantization of
the spectral curve as an object of µ(T ∗C,Re(λ/Y),√−1 Im(λ/Y),ΛC((~))0 ).
The reason why the base field is C((~)) is that we do not address the summability.
We also discuss a conjectural story of the summability in 9.7.
Remark 1.3. In the literature of exact WKB analysis, there is another approach to
collisions of Stokes curves using the notion of virtual turning points [AKT09].
As we have already mentioned, we expect our construction is a kind of Riemann–
Hilbert correspondence. Namely, we expect the above theorem is a part of the object-
level realization of the following conjecture:
Conjecture 1.4. Let X be a complex manifold. Fix θ ∈ R/Z, there exists
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1. an exhausting filtration {D
θ,|Y|}|Y|∈R>0 of Dbreg(D~(X)) where reg means WKB-
regularity,
2. a family of categories {S
θ,|Y|}|Y|∈R>0 defined over the convergent Novikov ring Λconv0
with an inclusion S
θ,|Y| ⊗Λconv0 Λ0 ↪→ µ(T ∗X,Re(λ/Y),√−1 Im(λ/Y),Λ0),
3. a family of fully faithful functors D
θ,|Y| ⊗C[~] C ↪→ Sθ,|Y| ⊗Λconv0 C where the tensor
of the LHS is defined by setting ~ = Y := |Y|e2pi√−1θ, the tensor of RHS is defined
by setting T c = e−c.
The full statement will be stated in the body of the paper. One can also ask relations
to other realizations of irregular Riemann–Hilbert correspondence. We discuss relation-
ships to (1) D’Agnolo–Kashiwara’s holonomic Riemann–Hilbert correspondence [DK16],
and (2) Shende–Treumann–Williams–Zaslow’s Legendrian knot description [STWZ19].
As an application of the above comparisons, we consider cluster coordinates of char-
acter varieties. We can obtain the following statement.
Theorem 1.5. For a quadratic differential φ, the microlocalization of the sheaf quanti-
zation S
Y,±
φ,
√
K
can be identified with
1. the Voros–Iwaki–Nakanishi coordinate and
2. the Fock–Goncharov coordinate (under the condition that the order of any pole of
φ is greater than 2).
The coincidence of these two coordinates was known by Allegretti by a different
method [All19] (see also Iwaki [Iwa16] for an earlier discussion). In our proof, the
second statement can be considered as a comparison of two Lagrangian submanifolds
(and their sheaf quantizations) arising from one differential equation.
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Notation
Our base field K is C or the formal Laurent series ring C((~)).
Let R be a commutative ring. Consider R≥0 as a semigroup and we denote the group
ring by R[R≥0]. We denote the indeterminate of R[R≥0] by T a for a ∈ R≥0. The Novikov
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ring ΛR0 is the projective limit lima→∞R[R≥0]/T aR[R≥0]. We denote the fraction field
by ΛR and call it the Novikov field. If the context is clear, we omit the superscript R.
For R = C, we say an element
∑
c≥c0 acT
c ∈ ΛC is convergent if the series∑c≥c0 ace−c
is absolutely convergent. We denote the subring of ΛC0 consisting of convergent elements
by ΛC,conv0 .
A category usually means a dg-category in this paper.
We will use ~ for a general element or the coordinate function of C×~ and Y for some
fixed element.
2 Microlocal category
Here we will introduce our category which is the living place of our sheaf quantizations.
This category is a refined version of the category introduced by Tamarkin [Tam18].
Let M be a differentiable manifold. We denote the cotangent bundle of M by T ∗M .
Let Rt be the real line coordinatized by t. We denote the cotangent coordinate of T ∗Rt
by τ. We denote the subset of T ∗M × T ∗Rt defined by τ > 0 by T ∗τ>0(M × Rt).
We consider the translation action of Rt on M × Rt as a discontinuous action. Let
ShR♥(M ×R) be the abelian category of Rt-equivariant sheaves and ShR(M ×Rt) be the
derived dg-category of ShR(M × Rt). Note that the equivariant derived category in the
sense of Bernstein–Lunts coincide with the naive derived category in this case, since Rt
is a discrete group. Since ShR♥(M×R) is a Grothendieck abelian category, one can equip
it with the injective model structure as in [Hov01]. We denote a fibrant replacement
functor by Q.
We denote the translation along Rt by c ∈ R by Tc. An object of ShR(M × R) is
a complex of Rt-equivariant sheaves. Hence an isomorphism E ∼= TaE is specified for
E ∈ ShR(M × R). Then Q(E) ∼= Q(Ta(E)). On the other hand, Q(E) itself is equipped
with an equivariant structure which gives Q(E) ∼= TaQ(E). Hence we have a strict
isomorphism TaQ(E) ∼= Q(Ta(E)).
Let ? be the convolution product defined on Sh(M × Rt). For the constant sheaf
K[a,∞), we have the induced functor ShR(M × Rt) ↪→ ShR(M × Rt). We denote the
essential image of (−) ?K[0,∞) by ShR>0(M ×Rt). We define the non-equivariant version
Sh>0(M × Rt) similarly. The fibrant replacement can be restricted to ShR>0(M × Rt).
We denote the subcategory of equivariant modules with microsupports in {τ ≤ 0}
by Sh≤0(M × Rt). It is known that the quotient Sh(M × Rt)/Sh≥0(M × Rt) is quasi-
equivalent to Sh>0(M × Rt) ([Tam18]).
Definition 2.1 (locally trivial equivariant structure). An object E ∈ ShR>0(M × Rt) is
said to be locally trivially equivariant if the following holds: for any point in x ∈ M ,
there exists a neighborhood U of x and a constructible object E ′ ∈ Sh>0(M × Rt)
such that E|U ∼=
⊕
c∈R TcE ′ where the right hand side is equipped with the obvious
equivariant structure. We denote the subcategory of ShR>0(M × Rt) spanned by locally
trivially equivariant objects by ShR(M).
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An object E ∈ ShR>0(M × Rt) is represented by
E ′ ?K[0,∞) := m!(Q(E K[0,∞))). (2.1)
where m : M×Rt×Rt →M×Rt is the addition of Rt. The canonical map T a : K[b,∞) →
K[a+b,∞) (a ∈ R≥0) satisfies T aT b = T a+b for a, b ∈ R≥0 which are strict equalities. The
Rt-equivariant structure of E ′ ?K[a+b,∞) implies that
E ′ ?K[a,∞) = m!(Q(E ′  TaK[0,∞))) ∼= Ta(E ′ ?K[0,∞)) ∼= E ′ ?K[0,∞). (2.2)
Together with T a, it induces a canonical map T a : E → E . Again we get a strict equality
T aT b = T a+b. This makes
Hom
Sh
Rt
>0(M×Rt)(F , E) (2.3)
into a complex of C[R≥0]-modules.
Consider
HomΛ0(F , E) := Hom(F , E)⊗C[R≥0] Λ0. (2.4)
We define the new category ShΛ0(M) to be the category with the same objects as of
ShR(M), but the Hom-spaces are defined by (2.4). We denote the category of dg Λ0-
modules over ShΛ0(M) by Mod(ShΛ0(M)). We also denote the category of dg Λ0/T
cΛ0-
modules by ModΛ0/T
cΛ0(ShΛ0(M)). Then there exists an inclusion ModΛ0/T
cΛ0(ShΛ0(M)) ↪→
Mod(ShΛ0(M)).
We are interested in the following class of objects.
Definition 2.2 (Locally Yoneda module). 1. An object E in ModΛ0/T cΛ0(ShΛ0(M))
is Yoneda if there exists an object of E ′ ∈ ShΛ0(M) such that E ∼= Hom(−, E ′)⊗Λ0
Λ0/T
cΛ0.
2. An object E in ModΛ0/T cΛ0(ShΛ0(M)) is locally Yoneda if the following holds: For
any point x ∈M , there exists a local neighborhood V of x such that the restriction
of E to V is a Yoneda module.
3. An object E in Mod(ShΛ0(M)) is locally Yoneda if the following holds: there exists
an inverse system of objects {Ec}c∈R≥0 in Mod(ShΛ0(M)) such that
(a) Ec is in ModΛ0/T cΛ0(ShΛ0(M)) ↪→ Mod(ShΛ0(M)),
(b) locally Yoneda, and
(c) the limit is limc→∞ Ec ' E .
We denote the subcategory of locally Yoneda modules by ShY (M).
Take an exact symplectic structure ω on T ∗M with its primitive λ. Then (T ∗M ×
Rt, dt+ λ) is a contact manifold. We denote the standard symplectic structure of T ∗M
by ωst with its standard primitive λst. Then ωst + dτ ∧ dt is a symplectic structure of
T ∗M × T ∗τ>0R. Suppose there exists an R>0-action on T ∗M × T ∗>0R which makes it
a homogeneous symplectic manifold and its quotient is the contact manifold (T ∗M ×
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Rt, dt + λ). Then we have projections T ∗M × T ∗>0Rt → T ∗M × Rt → T ∗M where the
second projection is the stupid projection. We denote the composition by ρ. By the
uniqueness lemma of Viterbo [Vit], such ρ is unique for a given λ if it exists.
The following is the fundamental example.
Example 2.3. For the standard Liouville structure, ρ can be explicitly written as
ρ : T ∗M × T ∗τ>0Rt → T ∗M by (x, ξ, t, τ) 7→ (x, ξ/τ) where x ∈M, ξ ∈ T ∗xM .
Since an object of ShY (M) is a module over sheaves, we can extend the definition of
SS in [KS94] to ShY (M) obviously. In the following, we fix ρ.
Definition 2.4. For an object E ∈ ShY (M), we set
µsupp(E) := ρ(SS(E) ∩ (T ∗(M × Rt)\T ∗M×RtM × Rt)). (2.5)
Suppose µsupp(E) is a Lagrangian submanifold. For (x0, ξ0) ∈ µsupp(E), there exists
a lift (x0, ξ0τ0, t0, τ0) ∈ SS(E). We take a differentiable function f such that f(x0, t0) = 0
and df transversely intersects with SS(E) at (x0, ξ0τ0, t0, τ0). For an open neighborhood
U of (x0, t0), we set Uf := {(x, t) ∈ U, f(x, t) ≥ 0}. Then we set
µ(x0,ξ0)(E) := lim
U3(x0,t0)
Hom
(⊕
c
TcKUf , E
)
⊗K Λ[(τf + dimX)/2] (2.6)
where τf is the Maslov index [KS94]. We call µ(x,ξ)(E) the microstalk of E at (x, ξ).
Definition 2.5 (Pure and simple objects). An object E of ShY (M) is pure (resp. simple)
if µsupp(E) is a Lagrangian submanifold and the microstalks are concentrated in one
degree (resp. pure and the microstalks are 1-dimensional).
Definition 2.6. The microlocal category µ(T ∗M,λ,Λ0) is the subcategory of the cate-
gory of Mod(ShΛ0(M)) which is the triangulated hull of objects satisfying
1. µsupp is Lagrangian, and
2. simple.
We set µ(T ∗M,λ,Λ) := µ(T ∗M,λ,Λ0)⊗Λ0 Λ where Λ is the Novikov field.
3 Sheaf quantization
3.1 Sheaf quantization
Sheaf quantization was invented by Tamarkin [Tam18] and developed in [GKS12], [Gui16],
[JT]. We would like to recall the notion of sheaf quantization slightly in a general fash-
ion. In one sentence, sheaf quantization is a procedure to assign a sheaf to a Lagrangian
brane (an object of Fukaya category). Usually, for a Lagrangian brane in T ∗M , its
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sheaf quantization lives in Sh(M) or Sh>0(M ×Rt) (there are also variants, for example,
Asano–Ike’s construction [AI]). Our version of sheaf quantization lives in µ(T ∗M,λ,Λ0).
Fix a relative Pin structure P with the back ground class w2(TM), a Maslov grad-
ing α˜. For a simple object E ∈ ShY (M) with µsupp(E) = L, we will construct the
Novikovized microlocalization (a generalization of [Gui16, JT]).
Fix an open covering Ui of L such that any intersection is contractible. On Ui, we
fix a primitive fi of λst|L. We set
Lfi := {(x, ξ, t, τ) ∈ Ui × T ∗Rt | τ > 0, (x, ξ/τ) ∈ L,−t = fi(x, ξ/τ)} . (3.1)
Then Lfi is a conic Lagrangian submanifold with respect to the symplectic structure
ωst + dτ ∧ dt. On each Ui ∩ Uj, there exists cij ∈ R such that TcijLfi = Lfj . The choice
of the brane data gives a family of objects Fi ∈ µLfi (Lfi) for small c and identifications
ρij : TcijFi|Ui∩Uj ∼= Fj|Ui∩Uj ∈ µLfj (Ui ∩ Uj) where µLfi is the microlocal category over
the Lagrangian [Gui16, JT, Jin].
By the definition of µLfi , there exists an inverse system of objects Fki ∈ Sh(M ×Rt)
satisfying the following: Let E be an object of Sh>0(M × Rt) such that µsupp(E) is in⋃
TcLfi in a neighborhood of Lfi . Then
lim
j→∞
HomShτ>0(M×Rt)(F ji , E) = HomµLfi (Lfi )(Fi, µ(E)) (3.2)
where µ(E) is the microlocalization of E along Li.
For an object E ∈ ShY (M), we set
µ(E)|Ui := lim
j→∞
HomShY (M)(
⊕
c
TcF ji , E)⊗K ΛUi . (3.3)
We glue up this family of local systems by T cijρij’s. The resulting local system is called
the microlocalization of E along (P, α˜) and denoted by µ(E).
Definition 3.1. Let (L, P, α˜) be as above and L be a Λ-local system on L.
A simple object E of ShY (M) is a sheaf quantization of (L, P, α˜,L) if the microlocal-
ization µ(E) is equal to L.
Proposition 3.2. A sheaf quantization of a Lagrangian brane is unique if it exists.
Proof. For a Lagrangian brane (L, P, α˜,L), suppose E and E ′ are its sheaf quantizations.
There exists a morphism
Hom(E , E ′)⊗Λ0 Λ→ Hom(µ(E), µ(E ′)) (3.4)
by the construction. The morphism is isomorphic by the non-characteristic deformation
lemma.
Remark 3.3. To construct more general sheaf quantizations, we have to use Λ as the
original base field. Since we will construct some specific sheaf quantizations in this
paper, we will not speak about this feature.
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3.2 B-field twist
In this subsection, we will introduce a different normalization of the microlocalization.
Let be b a 1-form on T ∗M . Let L be the set of Lagrangian submanifolds satisfying
db|L = 0. On each L, we have a flat connection d + b on the rank 1 trivial bundle. We
denote the corresponding local system by EL.
We denote the triangulated hull of the full subcategory of µ(T ∗M,λ,Λ0) spanned by
sheaf quantizations of elements of L by µ(T ∗M,λ, b,Λ0).
For a sheaf quantization in µ(T ∗M,λ, b,Λ0), we redefine µ(E) with µ(E)⊗ EL.
Remark 3.4. Secretly, this convention comes from the B-field twist in Fukaya category.
A more natural construction should be as follows: One can interpret a B-field dλ as a
gerbe [Hit01]. Then one can twist the microlocal category µ(T ∗M,λ,Λ0) with respect to
the gerbe. In our setting, we can always trivialize this gerbe by b canonically. However,
this trivialization twists our brane data by the connection d+ b.
4 Exact WKB analysis
4.1 Basics
We would like to recall some basic facts of exact WKB analysis for Schro¨dinger equations.
We refer to [KT05] and [IN14] for more accounts.
Let C be a closed Riemann surface and C~ be the complex line coordinatized by ~.
We denote the projection C × C~ → C by p~.
We denote the pull-back of the canonical sheaf K of C to C × C~ along p~ by the
same K. Let M be a divisor and φ be a meromorphic quadratic differential with poles
at the divisor M and polynomially parametrized by ~. Hence φ ∈ Γ(C,K⊗2(∗M)). We
always impose the following conditions as in [BS15] and [IN14]:
Assumption 4.1. The quadratic differential φ has at least one zero and at least one
pole, and all zeros are simple, the order of any pole of φ is more than or equal to 2.
On some local coordinate z of C, φ = Q(z, ~)dz⊗2 and Q(z, ~) = Q0(z) + Q1(z)~ +
· · ·+Qk(z)~k for some finite k. The associated Scho¨dinger equation is
(~2∂2z −Q(z, ~))ψ(z) = 0 (4.1)
for each ~ ∈ C×. This is a globally well-defined equation on C.
WKB analysis starts from the following construction of two formal solutions. Now
we view ~ as a formal variable. Consider a formal solution of the form ψ(z, ~) =
exp
(∫ z∑∞
m=−1 ~mPmdz
)
, then one can derive a system of equations governing Pm(z)’s:
P 2−1 = Q0
2P−1Pm +
∑
m1+m2=m−1
m1,m2≥0
Pm1Pm2 +
dPm−1
dx
= Qn−1(z). (4.2)
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The first equation has two solutions: P±−1 = ±
√
Q0. The second and third equations
have unique solutions for a choice of ±. We write these two solutions by
P±(z, ~) := P±od(z, ~) + Pev(z, ~)
P±od := ±Pod := ±
∞∑
m=−1
~2m+1P2m+1
Pev :=
∞∑
m=0
~2mP2m
(4.3)
Note that Pev does not depend on the choice of ±, and P+od differs from P−od only by the
overall ±. We also have
Pev = −1
2
1
Pod
dPod
dz
. (4.4)
This means Pev =
∂
∂z
log(1/
√
Pod) formally. Hence we can formally rewrite ψ(z, ~) as
ψ±(z, ~) = exp
(
±
∫ z
Poddz
)
exp
(∫ z
Pev
)
=
1√
Pod
exp
(
±
∫ z
Pod
) (4.5)
These two solutions are called WKB solutions of (4.1).
To have more geometric intuitions, we would like to introduce the notion of spectral
curve. Let pi : T ∗C → C be the projection. Then the Liouville form λ := ζdz is a section
of pi∗K. The quadratic differential φ0 also gives a section of pi∗K⊗2|C\M . The spectral
curve of φ is defined by
Lφ :=
{
λ⊗2 − φ0 = 0 ∈ Γ(T ∗(C\M), pi∗K)
} ⊂ T ∗(C\M) ⊂ T ∗C (4.6)
where φ0 = Q0(z)dz
⊗2. This gives a branched double covering of C\M . Then a choice of
± of P−1 precisely corresponds to a choice from the sheets of the covering Lφ → C\M .
So we would like to consider (4.5) as an object on Lφ, however, it is not possible, since
we have
√
Pod, which takes one more square root of
√
Q0.
So we fix a spin structure of C: in other words, a half canonical sheaf
√
K and
consider a local section Q
1/4
0 of (pi
∗√K)|Lφ . Then the Riemann surface of Q1/40 gives a
branched double covering pi : L˜φ → Lφ. Hence ψ±(z, ~) defines a global section of
∞∏
m=0
(
pi∗
(
pi∗
√
K
)
|Lφ
)⊗2m−1
. (4.7)
The formal series ψ±(z, ~) is usually divergent. To get analytic solutions, we use the
Borel summation method.
To state some known facts, we would like to introduce the notion of Stokes graphs.
Definition 4.2. We fix Y ∈ C×.
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1. A turning point of φ is a zero of φ0. Equivalently, a turning point is a branched
point of Lφ (L˜φ).
2. For a turning point v of φ, the Y-Stokes curve emanating from v is defined by{
z
∣∣∣∣ Im(∫ z
v
(
√
Q0(z′)/Y)dz′
)
= 0
}
. (4.8)
3. The Y-Stokes graph Gφ of φ is the union of the Stokes curves of φ.
4. An Y-Stokes region is a connected component of the complement of the Y-Stokes
graph in C.
5. A subset of the Y-Stokes graph is called an Y-Stokes segment if it is diffeomorphic
to a closed interval [a, b] ⊂ R (a < b) and it connects two turning points.
Theorem 4.3 (Strebel [Str84], Bridgeland–Smith [BS15]). Suppose the Y-Stokes graph
of φ does not have any Y-Stokes segments. Then an Y-Stokes region of φ has one of the
following forms:
1. (horizontal strip). a square surrounded by four edges of the Y-Stokes graph. Two
of four vertices are poles, and the others are zeros.
2. (half plane). a region surrounded by two edges of the Y-Stokes graph. One of the
vertices is a zero, and the others are poles.
To implement the Borel resummation, we first expand (4.5) as
ψ±(z, ~) = exp
(
±
∫ z
z0
√
Q
~
dz
) ∞∑
m=0
~m+1/2ψ±m(z). (4.9)
Applying the formal Laplace transform, we get
ψ±,B(z, y) =
∞∑
m=0
ψ±m(z)
Γ(m+ 1
2
)
(y ± a(z))m− 12 (4.10)
where a(z) :=
∫ z
z0
√
Qdz. This series is convergent. We set
S[ψ±](z, ~) :=
∫ ∞
∓a(z)
e−y/~ψ±(z, y)dy. (4.11)
We can summarize the known facts of exact WKB analysis as follows. To state it,
we should impose one more condition:
Assumption 4.4 (WKB-regularity).
1. If a point p ∈ C is a pole of Qi(z) for some i ≥ 1, then p is a pole of φ0.
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2. If φ0 has a pole p of order m ≥ 3, then the pole order of Qi(i ≥ 1) at p is less than
1 +m/2.
3. If φ0 has a pole of order m = 2, the the following conditions hold: Qi has at most
one simple pole at p for all i ≥ 1 except for n = 2, and Q2(z) has a double pole at
p and satisfies Q2(z) = − 14(z−p)2 (1 +O(z − p)) as z → p.
Theorem 4.5 (Koike–Sha¨fke, [IN14, Theorem 2.18]). Suppose the Y-Stokes graph of
φ does not have any Y-Stokes segments. Fix z ∈ C\Gφ. Then ψ±,B(z, ~) is convergent
locally around z and S[ψ±] is analytic for | arg(~)−arg(Y)| < pi/2, |~|  1. The functions
S[ψ±] give local analytic solutions of (4.1). The asymptotic expansion of S[ψ±] along
R>0Y 3 ~→ 0 recovers ψ±.
Remark 4.6. The sketch of the proof of the above theorem is available in Takei [Tak17],
which is a generalization of the argument in [DLS93].
In the rest of this section, we fix Y ∈ C×.
Another important result of exact WKB analysis is Voros’ connection formula. Let
D1, D2 be adjacent Stokes regions. Let z0 be a turning point in the Stokes curve sepa-
rating D1 and D2. We will use the following normalization in the expression (4.5). Fix
z ∈ D1 and (z, ζ) ∈ pi−1(z) ∩ Lφ. Let us denote the corresponding branch of Pod by
P
(z,ζ)
od . Let γz be a minimal counterclockwise loop starts from z surrounding z0 on Lφ.
Then we set ∫ (z,ζ)
z0
Poddz :=
1
2
∫
γz
P
(z,ζ)
od dz. (4.12)
We also fix a branch of
√
Pod, which is given by a choice of z˜ ∈ p˜i−1(z, ζ). We will write
the corresponding resummed solutions on D1 by Ψ
D1
z0,z˜,1
. We also take a lift of γz to L˜φ
starting from z˜ and denote the endpoint by z˜′. We set
ΨD1z0,z˜,2 :=
1
(
√
Pod)z˜′
exp
(∫ z
z0
P
pi(z˜′)
od dz
)
. (4.13)
We set ΨD1z0.z˜ := (Ψ
D1
z0.z˜,1
,ΨD1z0.z˜,2).
Let γ12 be an interval which starts from z, ends at z2 ∈ D2, and intersects with the
Stokes graph exactly once at a point in the Stokes curve separating D1 and D2. Take
the lift γ˜12 of γ12 to L˜φ starting from z˜. We denote the end point of γ˜12 by z˜2. Then we
define ΨD2z0,z˜2 in the same way as Ψ
D1
z0,z˜2
replacing z˜ with z˜2.
Theorem 4.7 (Voros [Vor83], Aoki–Kawai–Takei [AKT09]). The analytic continuation
of ΨD1± crossing the Stokes curve is related to Ψ
D2± by
ΨD1z0,z˜ = Ψ
D2
z0,z˜2
· S (4.14)
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where
S =

(
1 0
−1 1
)
if
∫ z
v
√
Qdz > 0 on the Stokes curve,
(
1 −1
0 1
)
otherwise.
(4.15)
On a horizontal strip D, we have two turning points in its closure. We denote them
by v1, v2. Take a path γv1v2 in D connects v1 and v2. Take a lift γ˜v1v2 of γv1v2 on L˜φ.
For z˜ ∈ γ˜, we have two solutions normalized at v1 and v2 and denote them by ΨDv1,z˜ and
ΨDv2,z˜. Then we have Ψ
D
v1,z˜
= exp(
∫
p˜i(γv1v2 )
Poddz)Ψ
D
v2,z˜
.
We would like to summarize this section as follows:
Theorem 4.8. Let C be a Riemann surface with a fixed spin structure
√
K and a
meromorphic quadratic differential φ ∈ Γ(C,K⊗2(∗M)) without Y-Stokes segments.
1. There exists a global section of
∏∞
m=0
(
pi∗
(
pi∗
√
K
)
|Lφ
)⊗2m−1
which is a formal
solution of (4.1). This formal solution depends on the choice of normalization.
We will use the normalizations (4.12) which are associated with turning points of
φ. We denote it ψv for v ∈ Zero(φ).
2. On each Stokes region D, choosing a sheet i of L˜φ|D → D, a WKB formal solution
ψv gives a section ψvi of
∏∞
m=0
√
K
⊗2m−1
. There exists a canonical holomorphic
section Ψvi of
√
K
−1
(Borel resummation) on D×U where U is an open subset of
C~ which contains a small sector around 0 containing a small portion of R>0 · Y
such that the asymptotic expansion of Ψvi coincides with ψ
v
i .
3. For adjacent Stokes regions D1, D2, fix a sheet of L˜φ → D1 ∪D2 ∪ I where I is the
Stokes curve separating D1 and D2. We will use the normalization with respect to
the turning point v ∈ I. Then two analytic solutions Ψvi,D1 ,Ψvi,D2 are related by S
in Theorem 4.7.
4. For a square Stokes region D with two turning points v1, v2 in its closure, two
analytic solutions Ψv1i,D,Ψ
v2
i,D are related by Ψ
v1
i,D = exp(
∫
γv1v2
Poddz)Ψ
v2
i,D. The ex-
ponential factor is also resummable under the same assumption as on the solutions.
5. For z ∈ D, take a lift of a minimal loop starting from z˜ surrounding a turning
point v in the closure of D. Let z˜′ be the endpoint of the path. Then the relation
is ΨvD,z˜ = Ψ
v
D,z˜′ · T where (
0
√−1√−1 0
)
. (4.16)
Note that T 4 = 1 and this matches with the monodromoy of formal solutions around
v.
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4.2 Voros symbol
We would like to recall the notion of Voros symbol. We refer to [DDP93] and [IN14] for
more accounts.
The “dual” of a segments-free Y-Stokes graph gives an ideal triangulation of C with
vertices in M . In this situation, H1(Lφ,Z) is spanned by the following [BS15]:
1. The pull back of cycles in C\M .
2. In an Y-Stokes region of horizontal strip type, take a path connecting two turning
points. This lifts to a cycle in the spectral curve. We call this cycle, a Voros edge
cycle.
Definition 4.9. For a cycle γ ∈ H1(Lφ,Z), the Voros symbol is defined by
Vγ(Y) :=
∮
γ
Pod(γ,Y). (4.17)
The local system on Lφ whose monodromy along γ given by e
Vγ(Y) is called the Y-Voros
local system.
It was proved that the collection {eVγ(Y)} is a set of cluster variables. Regarding this
aspect, we sometimes call the set {eVγ(Y)} (or the Voros local system) Voros–Iwaki–
Nakanishi coordinate.
Note that there is another class of Voros symbols associated to paths. We do not
recall it here, since we do not use it in this paper.
5 Planck constant in complex and real symplectic
geometry
5.1 Complex symplectic geometry and deformation quantiza-
tion
Let X be a complex manifold. Then the cotangent bundle T ∗X is a complex exact
symplectic manifold. The canonical symplectic form can be locally written as
∑
dζi∧dzi.
Here zi is a local coordinate of X and ζi is the corresponding cotangent coordinate. The
form ω is exact and has a canonical primitive λ, locally written as
∑
ζidzi.
We will consider the canonical quantization of T ∗X from local pieces. The canonical
deformation quantization of T ∗X is given by the ring D~ := C[~][zi, ~∂zi ]. In the classical
limit, ~∂z corresponds to ζ.
This gives a hint to make a Lagrangian into a conic Lagrangian. In other words,
the original coordinate ζ splits into the product ~∂z in the setting of quantization. So
we will reconsider ~ and ∂z as independent variables. Then a Lagrangian submanifold
L ⊂ T ∗M lifts to
L˜ :=
{
(z, p, ~) ∈ T ∗X × C×~
∣∣ (z, ~p) ∈ L} . (5.1)
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For the later use, it is convenient to work with η := ~−1. To get a Lagrangian submani-
fold, we moreover consider the Fourier dual coordinate y of η. We set
Lf :=
{
(z, p, ~, y) ∈ T ∗X × C×~ × Cy
∣∣ (z, ~p) ∈ L, y = −f(z, ~p)} (5.2)
where f is a primitive of L i.e., df = λ|L. We consider Cy ×C×~ ∼= T ∗η 6=0Cy. Then Lf is a
Lagrangian manifold in T ∗X×T ∗η 6=0Cy with respect to the standard symplectic structure
and is conic i.e., invariant under the scaling action of C×~ on the fibers of T ∗X×T ∗η 6=0Cy.
There exists a projection
ρC : T ∗X × T ∗η 6=0Cy → T ∗X; (z, ζ, y, η) 7→ (z, ζ/η) = (z, ~ζ). (5.3)
Then the image of Lf is precisely L. Conversely, Lf is a Lagrangian leaf of ρ
−1(L). This
procedure is a classical trick in the theory of deformation quantization (for example,
[PS04]).
5.2 From complex symplectic geometry to a family of real sym-
plectic geometries
Considering X as a real manifold, we have T ∗XR the real cotangent bundle equipped
the standard real symplectic structure ωR.
In a holomorphic local coordinate {zi} of X, we have the associated real coordinate
(xi, yi) with zi = xi +
√−1yi. We can further identify the real and complex cotangent
bundles via
dxi 7→ dzi, dyi 7→ −
√−1dzi. (5.4)
Hence in the cotangent coordinate, we have (ξi, ηi) 7→ ξi −
√−1ηi = ζi. This implies
that Re(ω) = ωR. In the following, we will not distinguish T
∗X with T ∗XR.
Hence a holomorphic Lagrangian submanifold with respect to ω gives a real La-
grangian submanifold with respect to ωR.
Now we are going to vary the holomorphic symplectic form. For Y ∈ C×~ , we have
another holomorphic symplectic form ω/Y. This induces a new real symplectic form
Re(ω/Y) on T ∗X. A holomorphic Lagrangian submanifold with respect to ω is also
a holomorphic Lagrangian with respect to ω/Y. Hence it is also a real Lagrangian
submanifold with respect to Re(ω/Y).
If L is a holomorphic exact Lagrangian with respect to λ, then L is also a real exact
Lagrangian with respect to Re(λ/Y). In this case, a real primitive function fY : L→ R
can be also considered as a real primitive function of L/Y with respect to Re(λ) = λR.
Remark 5.1. Since microlocal sheaf theory knows only about the standard symplectic
form, to speak about Re(ω/Y), we will consider the following identification.
(T ∗X,Re(ω/Y)) ∼= (T ∗X,Re(ω/Y)) ·(1/Y)−−−→ (T ∗X,Reω) ∼= (T ∗X,ωR) (5.5)
Hence a sheaf quantization of a real Lagrangian submanifold L on the leftmost side is
interpreted as a sheaf quantization of L/~ in the rightmost side.
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For the Liouville form Re(λ/Y), the associated ρ can be written as follows:
ρY : T ∗X × T ∗>0R→ T ∗X; (z, ζ, t, τ) 7→ (z, ~ζ/τ). (5.6)
If the context is clear, we will omit the subscript Y.
We can compare this picture with the story of deformation quantization. We will
consider Rτ>0 is a ray in C×η defined by Y−1R>0. Then we set the following morphisms
ι : T ∗X × T ∗>0R→ T ∗X × T ∗υ 6=0Cη; (z, ζ, t, τ) 7→ (z, ζ,Yt,Y−1τ) (5.7)
Then ρ ◦ ι = ρY. This means ρY precisely corresponds to a rotation of ρ in Example 2.3
by Y.
6 Sheaf quantization from exact WKB analysis
We would like to construct a sheaf quantization of Lφ using exact WKB analysis. Our
sheaf quantization will be an object of µ(T ∗C,Re(λ/Y),√−1 Im(λ/Y),Λ0).
6.1 Construction
We would like to construct a sheaf quantization of Lφ using exact WKB analysis.
Let us recall the WKB solutions:
ψ(z, ~) = exp
(
Re
∫ z
z0
√
Q0
~
dz
)
exp
(√−1 Im∫ z
z0
√
Q0
~
dz
) ∞∑
m=0
~m+1/2ψ±m(z). (6.1)
We will treat the information of exponential factors separately. Fix Y ∈ C×~ with suffi-
ciently small |Y| as in Theorem 4.5. Then the exponent of the first factor
exp
(
Re
∫ z
z0
√
Q0Y dz
)
(6.2)
is exactly a local primitive of the spectral curve with respect to the Liouville form
Re(λ/Y). The exponent of the second factor
exp
(√−1 Im∫ z
z0
√
Q0Y dz
)
(6.3)
will be considered as an effect of the B-field Im(ω/Y).
We will first construct on a Stoke region D. Then L˜φ|D → D is a trivial covering of
degree 4. Fix a sheet i. We set
svLφ |D,i :=
⊕
±
KDv± (6.4)
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where
Dv± :=
{
(z, t) ∈ D′ × Rt
∣∣∣∣ t ≥ ∓Re ∫ z
v
(
√
Q/Y)dz
}
, (6.5)
v is a turning point in the closure of D, and D′ is an open subset which contains D and
the Stokes edges of D but not vertices (turning points). This object does not depend
on i, but we will keep the indices. Let Tc (c ∈ R) be the translation by c. We set
SvLφ|D,i :=
⊕
c∈R
Tcs
v
Lφ
|D,i. (6.6)
This defines an object of ShRτ>0(D
′ × Rt) with a trivial equivariant structure. We view
it as an object of µ(T ∗D′,Re(λ/Y),√−1 Im(λ/Y),Λ0).
We would like to list up the gluing-up isomorphisms:
1. (Change of sheets) For a sheet i, we denote the sheet where we will arrive by one
counter clockwise loop around v by i′, Then we define
ϕii′ : S
v
Lφ
|D,i → SvLφ|D,i′ (6.7)
by T : namely, the multiplication by
√−1.
2. (Change of normalizations) For v1, v2 ∈ D, the isomorphism ϕv1v2 : Sv1Lφ|D,i →
Sv2Lφ|D,i is induced by the scalar multiplication
exp
(∫
γv1,v2
P≥0od
)
· (−) : TcKDv1± → Tc∓Re ∫γv1v2 (√Q/Y)dzKDv2± (6.8)
where P≥0od :=
∑∞
m=0 ~2m+1P2m+1.
3. (Change of regions) For adjacent Stokes regions D1 and D2, the Stokes edge sep-
arating two regions satisfies Re
∫ x
v
√
Q/Ydz < 0 or Re ∫ x
v
√
Q/Ydz > 0. Then we
have
End
(⊕
±
K(D′1∩D′2)v±
)
= K · id+⊕K · id−⊕K · e (6.9)
where id± ∈ End
(
K(D′1∩D′2)v±
)
are the identities of the components and
e ∈
 Hom
(
K(D′1∩D′2)v+ ,K(D′1∩D′2)v−
)
if Re
∫ x
v
√
Q/Ydz > 0
Hom
(
K(D′1∩D′2)v− ,K(D′1∩D′2)v+
)
if Re
∫ x
v
√
Q/Ydz < 0 (6.10)
is a canonical nontrivial basis coming from the inclusion of the closed sets. We can
reflect the Voros connection formula using this:
ϕD1,D2 := id+ + id−−e ∈ End
(⊕
±
K(D′1∩D′2)v±
)
. (6.11)
We consider this morphism as an isomorphism ϕ : SvLφ|D1,i|D1∩D2 → SvLφ|D2,i|D1∩D2 .
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Lemma 6.1. The sheaves SvLφ|D,i’s can be glued up by ϕ’s and give an object in ShRτ>0((C\(M∪
Zero(φ)))× Rt). We denote this object by SYLφ,√K |C\(M∪Zero(φ)).
Proof. This is clear from the consistency of the connection formulas.
We would like to extend the object to C\M . Around a turning point, we have three
Stokes regions D1, D2, D3. Hence s
v
Lφ
|Dj ,i for j = 1, 2, 3 will glue up to a sheaf svLφ and
SvLφ|D1∪D2∪D3 =
⊕
c Tcs
v
φ. Note that there are no monodromies of the solutions, hence
we have
Ext1
(
K⊕2v , svLφ
)
= K⊕2. (6.12)
where Kv is the skyscraper sheaf. By using 1⊕1 in this extension space for each turning
point, we get an object on (C\M) × Rt. By the zero extension, we have an object
S
Y
Lφ,
√
K
∈ ShRτ>0(C × Rt). As a summary, we have the following:
Theorem 6.2. We have a simple object S
Y
Lφ,
√
K
∈ µ(T ∗M,Re(λ/Y),√−1 Im(λ/Y),Λ0)
with µsupp(S
Y
Lφ,
√
K
) = Lφ.
Hence S
Y
Lφ,
√
K
is a sheaf quantization of Lφ with respect to some brane structure. We
will specify it in the next subsection.
6.2 Microlocalization
We would like to equip Lφ with a Maslov grading and a relative Pin structure.
We will use the standard Maslov map α on T ∗C [NZ09]. Then the zero section
canonically equipped with a Maslov grading α˜ = 0. For any Riemann surface, the second
Stiefel–Whitney class always vanishes. Hence the notion of relative Pin structures and
Spin structures coincide.
Let B be the set of branched points in Lφ. Since we have a trivial grading on
the zero section, we can induce a grading on Lφ\B. In other words, we have a lift
of Lφ\pi−1(M) → U(1) to Lφ\B → R. The obstruction class c ∈ H1(Lφ, Lφ\B,Z) to
extend this lift to Lφ is zero, since the grading can be extended to Zero(φ) on the base
space. Hence we have a unique extension.
For a spin structure, we use
√
K|C\M to have a spin structure on Lφ\B. We have a
diagram
Lφ\B

// BSpin(2)

Lφ // BSO(2)
The obstruction to extend the spin structure lives in H2(Lφ, Lφ\pi−1(v),Z/2Z), which
trivially vanishes. The classes of the extensions is a torsor over H1(Lφ, Lφ\B,Z/2Z). As
a spin structure on L, these ambiguities are the images of H1(Lφ, Lφ\pi−1(v),Z/2Z) →
H1(L,Z/2Z), which is zero. Hence we have a unique spin structure on Lφ extending√
K.
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Corollary 6.3. The Λ-local system µ(S
Y
Lφ,
√
K
) along the above brane structure is conver-
gent, i.e., there exists a Λconv-local system E such that E⊗ΛconvΛ ∼= µ(SYLφ,√K). Moreover,
E ⊗Λconv C where the action of Λconv on C is given by inserting T c = e−c is the Voros
local system.
Proof. On each Stokes region, we have two sheets of Lφ. Further, we name two sheets of
L˜φ → Lφ by ±. Then comparing ± on each Stokes edge, we get a Cˇech representation
of the spin structure, namely ± on each Stokes edge. This gives gluing data of local
microlocal sheaves, in our situation, which is the microlocalization of Kt≥∓Re ∫ zv0 √Qdz.
If a Stokes edge has +, it means the name of sheets are the same on the both sides
of the Stokes edge. In this case, the corresponding sheaves (SvLφ|D,i’s) were glued by +.
If a Stokes edge has −, it means the name of sheets are different on the both sides
of the Stokes edge. In this case, the corresponding sheaves (SvLφ |D,i’s) were glued by −.
However this sign will cancel out with the gluing of the reference microlocal sheaves.
Hence, by comparing the connection formulas of the solutions of the Schro¨dinger
equations with ϕ’s used in the gluing, we can see that a monodromy of µ(S
Y
Lφ,
√
K
) along
γ is e
∫
γ P
≥0
od dz · T−
∫
γ Re(
√
Q/Y)dz · e√−1 ∫γ(Im(λ/Y)dz). After inserting T c = e−c, we get the
Voros monodromy.
Remark 6.4 (Y-Stokes segment). Suppose φ has an Y-Stokes segment. If one perturbs
the angle as eiY (  1), the Stokes segment will disappear. In the limit  → ±0, in-
stead of considering the Stokes segment, we can consider doubled Stokes curves. In other
words, we consider the limit of the embedding as an immersion. Then we put the com-
position of the gluing morphisms on the doubled curve and get two sheaf quantizations
with respect to ±0.
Remark 6.5 (Simple poles). One can remove the assumption on the order of poles in
Assumption 4.1 by treating simple poles as turning points as in [IN16].
Remark 6.6 (Simple zero assumption). One may remove simple zero assumption in
Assumption 4.1 as follows: If one has a differential with higher zero, one can perturb
it to one with simple zeros. Then take a limit of the sheaf quantizations of perturbed
ones.
7 Irregular Riemann–Hilbert correspondence
In this section, we would like to relate our sheaf quantization to some known formalisms
of irregular Riemann–Hilbert correspondence. The Riemann–Hilbert point of view will
be again treated in the final section. In the following, we fix sufficiently small Y ∈ C×.
In this section, it is convenient to think S
Y
Lφ,
√
K
as a sheaf quantization of L/Y with
respect to the standard symplectic structure.
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7.1 D’Agnolo–Kashiwara’s formalism
We would like to relate our sheaf quantization to D’Agnolo–Kashiwara’s holonomic
Riemann–Hilbert correspondence [DK16].
We briefly recall the statement of [DK16]. For a complex manifold X, let us denote
the derived category of holonomic D-modules by Dbhol(DX).
For the topological side, we have to introduce the notion of enhanced ind-sheaves.
Let R be the two point compactification of R i.e. R ∼= (0, 1) ↪→ [0, 1] = R. The category
of enhanced ind-sheaves is defined in two steps: First, we set
Db(ICX×(R,R)) := D
b(ICX×R)/D
b(ICX×R\R) (7.1)
where Db(IKX) is the bounded derived category of ind-sheaves over X. We set CtQ0 :=
C{(x,t)∈X×R|t∈R,tQ0}. We denote the convolution product along Rt by
+⊗. We set
ICt∗=0 :=
{
K
∣∣∣∣ K +⊗ C≤0 ' 0, K +⊗ C≥0 ' 0} . (7.2)
The category of enhanced ind-sheaves over X is defined by
Eb(ICX) := Db(ICX×R∞)/ICt∗=0. (7.3)
We set
CEX := “lim”
a→∞
Ct≥a (7.4)
as an object of Eb(ICX). As usual, “lim” means Ind-colimit. An object of Eb(ICX)
is said to be R-constructible if there locally exists an R-constructible sheaf E and the
object is isomorphic to E +⊗ CEX .
Theorem 7.1 ([DK16]). There exists a fully faithful functor DK: Dbhol(DX) ↪→ Eb(ICX).
We would like to explain how to construct an object in Eb(ICX) from a simple object
of ShR(X). For an object E ∈ ShR(X), we have local trivializations E|Ui ∼=
⊕
c TcEi on
some open open covering {Ui}. On some overlap Ui ∩Uj, we have a gluing isomorphism
f in Hom(E|Ui , E|Uj) ∼=
⊕
c Hom(Ei, TcEj). The morphism f can be written as f =
∑
fc
where fc : Ei → TcEj. Let c′ be the maximum among c with fc 6= 0. We also use cij
defined by Ei ∼= TcijEj. Then we set f˜ := e−cij
∑
c T
c′−cfc ∈ Hom(Ei, Tc′Ej). Then f˜
induces a morphism Ei
+⊗ CEM → Ej
+⊗ CEM .
Lemma 7.2. The induced morphisms define a descent data for Eb(ICM). We denote
the resulting object by E(E).
Proof. Each descent condition is expressed as ”some composition is equal to id”. Since
the original data satisfies the descent condition, the modified morphisms (f˜ ’s) satisfy
the condition ”some compositions is equal to T c id”. After taking
+⊗CEM , this becomes
id.
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We will now set up our comparison. We have the Scho¨dinger equation (4.1) and fix
a spin structure
√
K on C. Then there exists a lift of (4.1) to a flat connection
d+
(
0 Q/Y
1/Y 0
)
(7.5)
on the meromorphic bundle (K1/2 +K−1/2)(∗M). We denote this D-module byMY
φ,
√
K
.
We need the following lemma.
Proposition 7.3. The formal type of (4.1) at 0 is given by
√
Q0/Y for any Y.
Proof. In a local coordinate around a pole, Q0 can be written as
√
Qdz = ( c1
zn/2
+ c2
z
)dz
with n ≥ 2 for some c1, c2 ∈ C [Str84]. Recall that the WKB solution is written as
1√
Sodd
exp
(∫
Sodd
)
. (7.6)
By [IN14, Proposition 2.8],
∫
Sodd,i for i ≥ 0 does not have a pole. Hence exp
(∫
Sregodd
)
is
a (non-Laurent) formal power series.
Also, we have
1√
Sodd
=
1√
c1z−n/2 + c2z−1 + S≥1,odd
=
1
z−n/4
1√
c1 + c2zn/2−1 + zn/2S≥1,odd
(7.7)
Again, by [IN14, Proposition 2.8], zn/2S≥1,odd is a formal power series. Hence the WKB
solution is
exp
(∫
(c1z
−n/2 + c2z−1)/Y
)
F (7.8)
where F is a (non-Laurent) Puiseux series. This confirms the claim.
Proposition 7.4. We have DK(MY
φ,
√
K
) ∼= E(SY
Lφ,
√
K
).
Proof. Since the gluing comes from the Stokes data, this follows from [DK16].
7.2 Irregularity knots and non-Novikovized quantization
We next compare our sheaf quantization with the Legendrian knot description of Stokes
data [STWZ19].
We first define the notion of irregularity knot. For an irregular singularity p of a
differential equation over C, we denote the formal type of p by {f1, ..., fk} where fi is a
finite Puiseux series. Take a small disk D around the singularity and fix a coordinate z
on the disk. For each fi, we give an immersion of unionsqkS1 in D by
k⋃
i=1
{(θ,  ·Re(fi(e
√−1θ/r))} (7.9)
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in the polar coordinate. Here  is taken sufficiently small so that the immersion is into D
and r is some large positive number. Putting the outward conormals on the immersion,
we have a Legendrian link on S∗D. For a sufficiently large r, the Legendrian isotopy
class of the link does not depend on r. We call this link, the irregularity knot and denote
it by L{fi}. We identify the Legendrian link with the associated conical Lagrangian in
T ∗D ⊂ T ∗C.
Theorem 7.5 ([STWZ19]). There exists an equivalence between the category of mero-
morphic connections with the irregularity type {fi} and the subcategory of constructible
sheaves spanned by the objects whose microsupports are in L{fi} ∪ T ∗CC and the mi-
crostalks at L{fi} are pure and concentrated in degree 0. We denote the equivalence by
M .
We will consider the following modification of S
Y
Lφ,
√
K
around the poles.
Let p be a pole of the differential equation and take a local coordinate z around p.
Then we consider the following curved cylinder
Cp := {(z, t) | |z − p| ≤ η} ∪
{
(z, t)
∣∣∣ |z−p|>η,0<(|z−p|−η)<pi,t≥tan(−pi/2+(|z−p|−η))} ⊂ C × Rt (7.10)
where  (resp. η)is sufficiently large (resp. small) positive number. On each Stokes
region D, we take
D± := pi−1pi(
{
(x, t) ∈ D × Rt
∣∣∣∣ t ≥ ∓Re ∫ √QY dz
}
\
⋃
p∈D
Cp)∩
{
(x, t) ∈ D × Rt
∣∣∣∣ t ≥ ∓Re ∫ √QY dz
}
.
(7.11)
where pi : D×R→ D is the projection. Figure 7.1 is an example of the situation where
the gray shaded region is an example of D±. We set
Figure 7.1: An example of D±
SDLc :=
⊕
c
Tc
(⊕
±
KD±
)
. (7.12)
We can glue up this by the same rule as in the construction of S
Y
Lφ,
√
K
, except for
ϕv1v2 . In the definition of ϕv1v2 , we replace exp(
∫
γv1v2
P≥0od ) with exp(
∫
γv1v2
Pod). We
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denote the resulting sheaf S
Y
Lc,
√
K
and we set Lc := µsupp(S
Y
Lc,
√
K
). Note that Lc is
conical and equal to L{fi} outside some neighborhood of the zero section.
Proposition 7.6. 1. There exists a Lagrangian homotopy between Lφ/Y and Lc.
2. The microlocalization of S
Y
Lc,
√
K
is the same as the microlocalization of S
Y
Lφ,
√
K
along the Lagrangian homotopy.
Proof. 1. Since, the both Lφ and Lc are Lagrangian homotopic to Lφ\T ∗pi(C).
2. The microlocalization is determined by the microlocalization at Lφ\T ∗pi(C).
Proposition 7.7. The R-equivariant push-forward of SY
Lc,
√
K
is M(Mφ,√K).
Proof. Note that pi({t = Re ∫ √QY }∩∂C) coincides with the projection of the irregularity
knot. The gluing maps are responsible for Stokes phenomena.
8 Application to wild character varieties
We will use this construction to give a proof of the identification of Voros–Iwaki–
Nakanishi cluster variables [IN14] with Fock–Goncharov cluster variables [FG06], which
is previously proved by Allegretti by a different method [All19].
8.1 Shende–Treumann–Williams–Zaslow’s construction
We would like to recall Shende–Treumann–Williams–Zaslow’s construction of cluster
coordinates of wild character varieties.
We fix a set of punctures on C and fix an irregularity type {fp1 , ..., f pk} for each
puncture p. Then we have a set of irregularity knots on C. Each meromorphic connection
with the given irregularity type gives a pure constructible sheaf microsupported on the
irregularity knot. We also have an associated marked bordered surface.
Let rpi be the ramification degree of f
p
i . We assume n :=
∑
i r
p
i does not depend on
p.
Take an ideal triangulation of C as a marked bordered surface. Then each triangle
has a portion of the Legendrian (Figure 8.1, left, in the case of rank = 3). Then there
exists a Legendrian isotopy ψ which sends the LHS of Figure 8.2 to the RHS of Figure 8.2.
We denote the latter Legendrian L′{fi}.
The alternating surface La associated with the RHS of Figure 8.2 is an exact La-
grangian filling of the Legendrian whose projection to the base space is the shaded region
of the LHS of Figure 8.3. Topologically, it looks like the RHS of Figure 8.3, where each
crossing is replaced by a “twist” of the surface. For an exact Lagrangian realization, see
[STWZ19].
The argument of [STWZ19] goes as follows. By the result of Guillermou–Jin–
Treumann, there exists a sheaf quantization of the exact alternating Lagrangian. With
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Figure 8.1: An example of irregularity knots and the associated marked border
Figure 8.2: Legendrian isotopy
a choice of a brane structure, the moduli space of such sheaf quantization is (C×)H1(La).
Then each sheaf quantization gives a sheaf microsupported at the LHS of Figure 8.2
whose support is the shaded region of Figure 8.3.
On the other hand, there exists the sheaf quantization of conic Hamiltonian isotopy
in Figure 8.2 which maps a sheaf microsupported on the RHS to the LHS of Figure 8.2.
More precisely,
Proposition 8.1 ([GKS12, STWZ19]). There exists a sheaf Sψ on C × C such that
the integral transform by Sψ gives an equivalence Ψ: Sh
1
L{fi}
(C) → Sh1L′{fi}(C), where
Sh1Lf (C) is the category of constructible sheaves microsupported on L{fi} ∪ T ∗CC and are
simple at Lf .
As a result, for a fixed ideal triangulation, each sheaf quantization of La gives a mero-
morphic connection of the given irregular type. [STWZ19] showed that this (C×)H1(La)
is a cluster coordinate and a cluster transformation is given by a spider move of the
Legendrian.
We have the following classes of cycles on the alternating Lagrangian surface.
1. For each edge of the triangulation, the alternating surface has n shapes of the
region surrounded by the black square in Figure 8.4. One also has a distinguished
cycle associated to the shape depicted by the black thin line.
2. For each face of the triangulation, the alternating surface has (n − 1)(n − 2)/2
shapes of the LHS of Figure 8.5. One also has a distinguished cycle associated to
the shape depicted in the RHS of Figure 8.5.
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Figure 8.3: Alternating surface
Figure 8.4: Alternatig surface on an edge
Figure 8.5: Alternating surface on a face
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Theorem 8.2 ([STWZ19]). The microlocal monodromies along the above cycles of the
sheaf associated to the alternating Lagrangian gives a cluster coordinate.
8.2 Fock–Goncharov and Shende–Treumann–Williams–Zaslow
This section is essentially due to [STWZ19]. For the simplicity, we only explain n = 2, 3.
For a compact Riemann surface, take a meromorphic quadratic differential (or a
point of the Hitchin base for n ≥ 3). By seeing the singularities, we have an associated
marked bordered surface. We would like to associate a framed PGL(n)-local system.
Without framing, the base PGL(n)-local system is just the monodromy local system
of the equation ((4.1) for n = 2, (9.1) for n ≥ 3). The reason why we only have a
projective representation is that we now forget about spin structures.
On each marked point at a border, we have a Stokes filtration. This gives a framing.
Fix an ideal triangulation. For an edge, we have a unique quadrilateral (in the
universal covering) whose diagonal is the given edge. We name the vertices of the
quadrilateral in a counterclockwise manner a1, a2, a3, a4 where the edge connects a1 and
a3.
We take the trivialization of the local system on the quadrilateral. For n = 2, we
have 4 vectors v1, v2, v3, v4 in C2. The Fock–Goncharov coordinate associated to this
edge is
det(v1v2) det(v3v4)
det(v2v3) det(v1v4)
. (8.1)
Associated to the quadrilateral, we have the configuration of the irregularity Legendrian
as in Figure 8.6. We calculate the microlocal monodromy along the edge cycle for the
edge a1a3, which is from the upper left vertex to the right lower vertex.
Figure 8.6: Left: Trivialization of the local system, Right: Monodromy calculation
To calculate the microlocal monodromy, we fix a trivialization of the constructible
sheaf on the gray region of the LHS of 8.6. Then we have a rank 2 constant sheaf.
Then on the RHS, the rank 1 sheaf on A is spanned by v1 and the rank 1 sheaf on
B is spanned by v3. Along the edge cycle, the microlocal transport gives a sequence
of isomorphism Cv1 ∼= C2/Cv2 ∼= Cv3 ∼= C2/v4 ∼= Cv1. Here, for example, the second
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term is the microstalk at the right upper boundary of A. One can easily calculate the
composition and it coincides with (8.1).
For n = 3, we do similarly. We have two vectors v1i , v
2
i on each vertex on a face. We
trivialize the constructible sheaf on the center of LHS of Figure 8.2 and have a rank 3
constant sheaf. Then apply the Hamiltonian isotopy. For example, on the region A in
Figure 8.7, the rank 1 constant sheaf is spanned by v11. Along the face cycle, we have
isomorphisms
Cv11 → C3/(Cv13 + Cv23)→ Cv12 → C3/(Cv11 + Cv21)→ Cv13 → C3/(Cv12 + Cv22)→ Cv11.
(8.2)
The composition is nothing but the triple ratio of Fock–Goncharov [FG06].
Figure 8.7: Face monodromy
So we have
Theorem 8.3. The STWZ coordinate is exactly the same as the Fock–Goncharov coor-
dinate.
8.3 Voros–Iwaki–Nakanishi and Fock–Goncharov
In this section, we assume that the order of each pole of φ0’s is greater than or equal to
3. We fix sufficiently small Y ∈ C×. We will fix a spin structure once and for all and
get a D-module MY
φ,
√
K
. Suppose φ0 has no Y-Stokes segments. Then φ0 associates an
ideal triangulation of the associated marked bordered surface. Then we have two sets of
cluster coordinates: Fock–Goncharov coordinate and Voros–Iwaki–Nakanishi coordinate.
Theorem 8.4. These two coordinates are the same.
This is previously proved by Allegretti by a direct computation [All19]. We will
present a more geometric proof in this section.
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We would like to outline the proof first. Associated to a quadratic differential φ, we
have two sheaves
1. the modified sheaf quantization of the modified spectral curve SLc .
2. the sheaf microsupported at the irregularity knot obtained by Theorem 7.5
and two Lagrangians
1. the modified spectral curve Lc
2. the Hamiltonian-isotopy class of the alternating Lagrangian.
Although two Lagrangians are never Hamiltonian isotopic, but the projections to the
base space coincide. So we reduce the computations of the microlocal monodromies to
some computations on the base space. Since two sheaves are the same on the base space
(Proposition 7.7), we will get a desired identification.
Now we would like to explain more details. We lift Sψ to SψCt≥0 ∈ Shτ>0(C×C×
Rt). We denote the integral transform by this object of ShR(C) by the same notation
Ψ. We denote the projection C ×R→ C by pR and the equivariant push-forward along
pR by pR∗.
Lemma 8.5. Ψ ◦ pR∗ ∼= pR∗ ◦Ψ.
Proof. Let E ∈ ShR(C). We set p′i to be the i-th projection C × C × Rt → C × Rt and
pi to be the i-the projection C × C → C.
pR∗ ◦Ψ(E) = pR∗ ◦ p′2∗((p′1)∗E
+⊗ (Sψ  Ct≥0))
= p2∗(pR∗(p′1)
∗E ⊗ Sψ  Ct≥0)
= p2∗(p∗1pR∗E ⊗ Sψ)
= Ψ ◦ pR∗(E).
(8.3)
This completes the proof.
Proposition 8.6. The image pR∗ ◦ Ψ(SLc) is a sheaf quantization of the alternating
Lagrangian.
Proof. Fix a triangle. Along an edge of the triangle, the modified sheaf looks like the
LHS of Figure 8.8. Applying Ψ to the sheaf, we get the RHS of Figure 8.8. Hence
pR∗◦Ψ(SLc) has no stalks on the non-shaded region of the RHS of Figure 8.6. Combining
this fact with Lemma 8.5, we can conclude pR∗ ◦ Ψ(SLc) is an alternating sheaf in the
sense of [STWZ19]. By [STWZ19, Proposition 4.18], this is a sheaf quantization of the
alternating Lagrangian.
Lemma 8.7. We have µsupp(Ψ(E))\T ∗XX = ψ(µsupp(E)\T ∗XX).
Proof. This follows from usual microsupport estimates.
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Figure 8.8: Along edge
Hence we have ψ(Lc\T ∗XX) ⊂ µsupp(Ψ(SLc)). Any Voros edge cycle can be taken
outside Cp’s, hence we can take Voros cycles in Lc. Hence one can consider the images
of Voros cycles in µsupp(Ψ(E)).
Lemma 8.8. The projection of the images of Voros cycles in µsupp(Ψ(E)) is the pro-
jection of an edge cycle on the alternating surface.
Proof. A Voros cycle is depicted as the LHS of Figure 8.9, where the waved line is a
specified branched cut. We put four gray dots on Lc in the Middle for Figure 8.9. Then
the Voros cycle is uniquely recovered as the connecting lines of the dots. Applying the
Hamiltonian istopy, this is mapped to the RHS of Figure 8.9.
Figure 8.9: Left: Voros cycle, Middle: Deformed Voros cycle, Right: Edge cycle
Lemma 8.9. The microlocal monodromy of pR∗◦Ψ(SLc) along the edge cycle is the same
as the microlocal monodromy of Ψ(SLc) along the image of the Voros cycle of under ψ.
Proof. This is obvious, since the equivariant push-forward identifies the microstalks.
Proof of Theorem 8.4. By Proposition 7.6, the microlocal monodromy of SLc along the
Voros cycle is the Voros coordinate. Then the microlocal monodromy of Ψ(SLc) along
the image of the Voros cycle under ψ is the Voros coordinate. By Lemma 8.9, it is the
same as the microlocal monodromy of pR∗ ◦Ψ(SLc) along the edge cycle.
On the other hand, pR∗ ◦ Ψ(SLc) is the same as Ψ ◦ pR∗(SLc) by Lemma 8.5, which
is the sheaf quantization of the alternating Lagrangian by Proposition 7.7. Hence the
microlocal monodromy along the edge cycle is the Fock–Goncharov coordinate by Propo-
sition 8.3.
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Remark 8.10. One may remove the assumption that the poles have order ≥ 3, by using
[All19, Proposition 7.5].
9 Spectral network and higher order differentials
For higher (≥ 3) order differential equations with ~, exact WKB analysis is not so well-
established, because of collisions of the Stokes curves. However, the algebraic procedure
which we need to construct sheaf quantizations can be also done in this case under some
hypothesis. The main idea is the use of BPS mass filtration [GMN13] as a grading like
in the theory of scattering diagrams [KS06, GS11].
9.1 Hitchin’s base and higher order differential equations
For n ≥ 2, we set BM :=
⊕n
k≥2H
0(C,KC(M)
⊗m) for some pole divisor M . We call it the
meromorphic Hitchin base. Then a one-parameter family φ := (Q2(~), ..., Qn(~)) ∈ BM
gives a global differential equation which is locally written as
((~∂)n +Q2(z, ~)(~∂)n−2 + · · ·+Qn−1(z, ~)~∂ +Qn(z, ~))ψ = 0 (9.1)
The spectral curve is defined by the equation
λn + p∗Q2,0(z)λn−2 + · · ·+ p∗Qn−1,0(z)λ+ p∗Qn,0(z) = 0 (9.2)
where p is the projection T ∗C → C, λ is the Liouville form, and Qi,0(z) is the coefficient
of Qi(z, ~) of ~0. This equation defines an m-fold branched covering of C\M . We denote
this holomorphic Lagrangian submanifold by Lφ.
After choosing a spin structure, one can construct a meromorphic flat connection on
the jet bundle of K−n/2. We will not distinguish this equation with this connection (or
even the corresponding D-module).
We would like to introduce Stokes geometry for higher order differentials.
Definition 9.1. A point z in C is a usual turning point if the spectral curve is branched
over z.
We fix Y ∈ C×~ . Locally, we name the branches by 1, ...., n. Then a turning point is
a collision of some i, j ∈ {1, ..., n}. We say this turning point is of type {i, j}. A Stokes
curve emanating from an {i, j}-turning point v is the set of z ∈ C satisfying
Im
∫ z
v
ξi − ξjY dz = 0 (9.3)
where ξi means the restriction of λ to the i-th branch of Lφ. It is convenient to work
with the normalized version ζi := ξi/Y. Then we say this is an Y-Stokes curve of type
(i, j) if Re
∫ z
v
(ζi − ζj)dz > 0. Otherwise (i.e., Re
∫ z
v
(ζi − ζj)dz < 0), is of type (j, i). An
intersection (a “collision”) of two Stokes curves is said to be ordered if one of them is of
type (i, j) and the other is of type (j, k).
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Definition 9.2. We say Lφ is Y-tame if
1. All the turning points are double branches.
2. The set of turning points is finite.
3. Any Y-Stokes curve does not have an ordered collision on turning points.
4. The complement of the union of Y-Stokes curves is open and contractible.
5. The set of ordered collisions of Y-Stokes curves is discrete in C\M .
9.2 Berk–Nevins–Roberts’ example
We would like to explain a baby version of the construction using Berk–Nevins–Roberts’
example [BNR82], which treats the following equation(
~3
d3
dz3
+ 3~
d
dz
+ 2
√−1z
)
ψ(z) = 0 (9.4)
Figure 9.1: Ordinary Stokes curves of BNR equation
This example has the Y = 1-Stokes curve in Figure 9.2. There are only two turning
points, left and right nodes. Following the Voros connection formula, BNR observed
nontrivial monodromies around the collision points, which should not occur. We explain
it in our languages.
Let v1 be the left turning point, v2 be the right turning point, and c be the upper
collision point c. The Stokes curve emanating from v1 (resp. v2) passing through c is of
type (21) (resp. (32)).
Let us put the trivially equivariant version of
⊕
iKt≥−Re ∫ z ζi on each connected
component of the complement of the Stokes curves. We will use the Voros formula
to glue up the sheaves as in the case of order 2. Around c, let us compose the gluing
morphisms along a counterclockwise loop. We restrict the composition to ζ3-component,
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then we have
Kt≥−Re ∫ zc ζ3 → T−Re ∫ v2c ζ3Kt≥−Re ∫ zv2 ζ3
→ T−Re ∫ v2c ζ3(Kt≥−Re ∫ zv2 ζ3 ⊕Kt≥−Re ∫ zv2 ζ2)
→ T−Re ∫ v2c ζ3Kt≥−Re ∫ zv2 ζ3 ⊕ T−Re ∫ v2c ζ3T−Re ∫ v1v2 ζ2Kt≥−Re ∫ zv1 ζ2
→ T−Re ∫ v2c ζ3Kt≥−Re ∫ zv2 ζ3 ⊕ T−Re ∫ v2c ζ3T−Re ∫ v1v2 ζ2(Kt≥−Re ∫ zv1 ζ2 ⊕Kt≥−Re ∫ zv1 ζ1)
→ Kt≥−Re ∫ zc ζ3 ⊕ T−Re ∫ v2c ζ3T−Re ∫ v1v2 ζ2T−Re ∫ cv1 ζ1Kt≥−Re ∫ zv1 ζ1 .
(9.5)
The projection to the second component of the last component is nonzero, in particular,
the composition is not id.
This implies the following. Around the collision, we have four regions and one sheaf
Si on each region. On an overlap of two (thickened) regions Di, Dj, we have one sheaf
Sij supported on Di ∩Dj and the gluing morphism
Sij → Si ⊕ Sj. (9.6)
The cone of this morphism is what we want. So, we still have an object on the comple-
ment of the collision, however we cannot extend the object onto the collision because of
the existence of the anomalous monodromy.
To resolve this paradox, BNR introduced additional Stokes curves emanating from
the collision points (Figure 9.2).
Figure 9.2: New Stokes curves of BNR equation
In our language, it says the following: Add the Stokes curve of (31)-type with the glu-
ing morphism which cancels the morphismKt≥−Re ∫ zc ζ3 → TRe ∫ cv1 (ζ2−ζ1)+Re ∫ cv2 (ζ3−ζ2)Kt≥−Re ∫ zv1 ζ1 .
Note that
−
(
Re
∫ v2
c
ζ3 + Re
∫ v1
v2
ζ2 + Re
∫ c
v1
ζ1
)
= Re
∫ c
v1
(ζ2 − ζ1) + Re
∫ c
v2
(ζ3 − ζ2) =: w(c).
(9.7)
Then we can glue up them, fill up the collision, and get a sheaf quantization of the
spectral curve around the collision. We denote the Yoneda module of the glued object
by SL.
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Without the new Stokes curve, we can still do the following. Let S be the Yoneda
module of the glued-up object. By the construction, SL ⊗ Λ0/Tw(c)Λ0 is the same
as S outside the collision. In particular, one can extend S onto the collision point.
Hence we get an object in the category µ(T ∗X,λ,B,Λ0) ⊗Λ0 Λ0/Tw(c)Λ0. The object
SL in µ(T
∗X,λ,B,Λ0) and the object obtained by filled up the collision of S (= SLc ⊗
Λ0/T
w(c)Λ0) in µ(T
∗X,λ,B,Λ0) ⊗Λ0 Λ0/Tw(c)Λ0 form an inverse system. We will use
this inductive point of view in the general construction.
Remark 9.3. The Stokes curves are expected to correspond to holomorphic disks whose
boundaries lying on the spectral curve and the cotangent fibers. Then the integrations
like Re
∫
(ζi − ζj) are the areas of the holomorphic disks.
9.3 Spectral scattering diagram
To package our construction, we would like to prepare some general notions and their
consequences. The package is a variant of the notion of scattering diagram [KS06, GS11].
For a point x ∈ C\M , an Y-preStokes curve of type (i, j) emanating from x is a
curve consisting of the set of points satisfying z ∈ C such that
Im
∫ z
x
(ζi − ζj)dz = 0,Re
∫ z
x
(ζi − ζj)dz > 0. (9.8)
Note that an Y-preStokes curve is canonically oriented. An intersection of two pre-Stokes
curves is said to be ordered if one of them is of type (i, j) and the other is of type (j, k).
Definition 9.4. Suppose Lφ is Y-tame. Let B be a collection of Y-preStokes curves
containing the Y-Stokes curves. The set Sing(B) is the set of turning points and ordered
intersection points of Y-preStokes curves in B.
We say B is tame if the following hold:
(i) Any element of B will end at M .
(ii) The set C\(M ∪⋃l∈B l) is open and each connected component is contractible.
(iii) The set Sing(B) is discrete in C\M .
Definition 9.5. Let B be a tame collection of Y-preStokes curves. The union of Y-
preStokes curves forms a graph and we denote the graph by GB.
1. A connected component of C\(M ∪⋃l∈B l) is called a Stokes region of B.
2. A vertex of B is a vertex of GB.
3. For a Stokes region D, let D be the closure of a lift of D in the universal covering
of C. A vertex of D is a point of D which is a lift of a vertex of B.
4. An edge of B is an edge of GB.
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Definition 9.6. Let B be a tame collection of Y-preStokes curves.
1. A spectral scattering diagram S is a set of pairs (l, φ) where l is an Y-preStokes
curve B and φ ∈ Λ0.
2. A pre-normalization datum ofB consists of the following: a set of scalars {m(v1,v2),i}
labeled by an ordered pair of vertices in a closure of a Stokes region and a sheet
of Lφ with m(v,v),i = 1.
The extended graph G˜B is obtained from GB by adding the diagonal in the Stokes
regions. Let v1, v2 ∈ Sing(M) and γ be a path in G˜B starts from v1 and end at v2. Then
γ is a sequence of oriented edges {(v1, v2), (v2, v3), ..., (vk, vk+1)}. We put
mγ,i := mγ,i,B :=
k∏
j=1
m(vj ,vj+1),i. (9.9)
Definition 9.7. A pre-normalization datum is a normalization datum if mγ = 1 for any
loop γ in a Stokes region.
Let S be a spectral scattering diagram with a normalization datum over B. For
l = (l, φ) ∈ S of type (i, j), we denote the starting point of l by v(l). For a point
c ∈ l ∩ Sing(S), the interval γc := [v(l), c] is an oriented path. We set
Ml(c) := mγc,im
−1
γc,j
φTRe
∫ c
v(l)(ζi−ζj)dz. (9.10)
For c ∈ Sing(B), let l1, ...., ln be the counterclockwisely ordered collection of Y-
preStokes curves in B passing through c. Let (ik, jk) be the type of lk. We denote the set
of elements in S supported on lk by {lkl := (lk, φkl)}l. The monodromy automorphism
at c is defined by
M(c) := M(S, c) :=
∏
k
∏
l
(id +Mlkl(c)Eikjk) ∈ GLn(Λ0) (9.11)
where the product with respect to k is ordered and Eij is the matrix whose (ij)-entry is
1 and the other entries are 0. Note that if li ⊂ lj then the two Y-preStokes curves should
be of the same type or of separated types by Definition 9.4 (iii), hence the product is
well-defined.
Definition 9.8. A spectral scattering diagram with a normalization datum is consistent
modulo Tw if M(S, c) = id modulo Tw for any c ∈ Sing(S) := Sing(B).
Let S be a consistent spectral scattering diagram with a normalization datum con-
sistent modulo Tw. We would like to associate the gluing data.
From the choice of a spin structure
√
K, we get a branched double covering L˜φ → Lφ.
For each Stokes region, let D˜ be a neighborhood of D in C\(Sing(B) ∪M) such that
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D˜ ∩ GB is the Stokes edges of D. For each Stokes region and a vertex v of D and a
choice i˜ := (˜i1, ..., i˜n) of a sheet i˜ of L˜φ for each sheet i of Lφ, we put
SvLφ |D,˜i :=
⊕
c
Tc
⊕
i
KDvi . (9.12)
where
Dvi :=
{
(x, t) ∈ D˜ × Rt
∣∣∣∣ t ≥ −Re ∫ z
v
ζidz
}
(9.13)
like in the quadratic case.
We would like to list up the gluing morphisms:
1. (Change of sheets 1) Let v be a turning point of type (i, j). Then we use the
normalization as used in the quadratic case. For a sheet i˜, j˜ ∈ i˜, we denote the
sheet where we will arrive by one counter clockwise loop around v by i˜′, j˜′. We
denote the result by i˜′. Then we define
ϕi˜i˜′ : S
v
Lφ
|D,˜i → SvLφ|D,˜i′ (9.14)
by
(
√−1) · (−) :
⊕
c
Tc
(
KDvi ⊕KDvj
)
→
⊕
c
Tc
(
KDvi ⊕KDvj
)
(9.15)
and id for other components. To move to other sheets, we just iterate.
2. (Change of sheets 2) For a sheet i˜ ∈ i˜, let i˜′ be the other sheet over i. Let i˜′ be
the same as i except for i which is replaced with i˜′. Then we define
ϕi˜i˜′ : S
v
Lφ
|D,˜i → SvLφ|D,˜i′ (9.16)
by
(−1) · (−) :
⊕
c
TcKDvi →
⊕
c
TcKDvi (9.17)
and id for other components.
3. (Change of normalization) For two vertices v1, v2 of a Stokes region connected by
an edge e, the normalization datum gives an isomorphism
ϕv1,v2 := m(v1,v2),i · (−) : TcKDv1i → Tc−Re ∫γv1v2 ζidzKDv2i . (9.18)
4. (Change of regions) For adjacent Stokes regions D1 and D2 with a common vertex
v, let l1, l2, ..., ln be the subset of S supported on the separating edge. We will use
the same notation as in (9.10).
An Y-preStokes curve of type (i, j) satisfies Re ∫ x
v
(ζi − ζj)dz > 0. Then we have
End
(
K(D˜1∩D˜2)vi ⊕K(D˜1∩D˜2)vj
)
= K · idi⊕K · idj ⊕K · eij (9.19)
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where
eij ∈ Hom
(
K(D˜1∩D˜2)vi ,K(D˜1∩D˜2)vj
)
if Re
∫ x
v
(ζi − ζj)dz > 0 (9.20)
is a canonical nontrivial basis coming from the inclusion of the closed sets. We set
ϕD1,D2 :=
∏
lk
(id +Mlk(c)eikjk) : S
v
Lφ
|D1 ,˜i|D1∩D2 → SvLφ |D2 ,˜i|D1∩D2 (9.21)
Proposition 9.9. Let S be a consistent spectral scattering diagram modulo Tw with a
normalization datum. Then there exists a simple object with µsupp = Lφ in Mod
Λ0/TwΛ0(ShΛ0(C)).
Proof. For each point v ∈ Sing(B), take a small neighborhood Dv such that Dv ∩
Sing(B) = {v} and Dv ∩ GB is connected. For a Stokes region D, we set D′ := D˜v ∪⋃
v∈DDv. Then D
′ is a neighborhood of D in C\M . We would like to glue up the
sheaves
S˜vLφ |D,˜i :=
⊕
c
Tc
⊕
i
KD˜vi . (9.22)
where
D˜vi :=
{
(x, t) ∈ D′ × Rt
∣∣∣∣ t ≥ −Re ∫ z
v
ζidz
}
(9.23)
.
For each Stokes region D, a turning point v ∈ D, and a choice of sheets i˜, we set
UD,v,˜i := D
′. (9.24)
The set {UD,v,˜i}D,v,˜i is an open covering of C\M . On each open subset UD,v,˜i, we put
S˜vLφ|D,˜i.
For each intersection, we would like to glue up the sheaves using isomorphisms listed
above. We would like to classify the intersections of {UD,v,˜i}D,v,˜i as follows.
1. UD,v1 ,˜i ∩ UD,v2 ,˜i′ 6= ∅, then we set
ϕ(D,v1 ,˜i),(D,v2 ,˜i′) := ϕi˜i˜′ ◦ ϕv1,v2 (9.25)
2. For adjacent regions D1, D2, UD1,v1 ,˜i∩UD2,v2 ,˜i′ 6= ∅. There exists a common vertex
v. then we set
ϕ(D1,v1 ,˜i),(D2,v2 ,˜i′) := ϕi˜i˜′ ◦ ϕv,v2 ◦ ϕD1,D2 ◦ ϕv1,v. (9.26)
This does not depend on the choice of v by the definition of normalization data.
3. For a point v ∈ Sing(B), let D1, D2 be non-adjacent regions but v ∈ D1 ∩ D2.
Then UD1,v1 ,˜i ∩ UD2,v2 ,˜i′ 6= ∅. There exists a counterclockwisely ordered collection
of Stokes regions D1, D3, D4, ..., Dk, D2 around v such that two successive regions
are adjacent. Then we set
ϕ(D1,v1 ,˜i),(D2,v2 ,˜i′) := ϕi˜i˜′ ◦ ϕv,v2 ◦ ϕDk,D2 ◦ · · · ◦ ϕD3,D4 ◦ ϕD1,D3 ◦ ϕv1,v. (9.27)
Note that v is not a turning point.
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It is enough to show that there is no obstruction. By the construction, only possi-
bilities to have some obstructions will be on Sing(B). For v ∈ Sing(B), take three open
subsets UDj ,vj ,˜i for j = 1, 2, 3. It is enough to argue the case when D1, D2, D3 are in the
counterclockwise order. Then
ϕ(D3,v3 ,˜i),(D1,v1 ,˜i) ◦ ϕ(D2,v2 ,˜i),(D3,v3 ,˜i) ◦ ϕ(D1,v1 ,˜i),(D2,v2 ,˜i)
= ϕ(D3,v,˜i),(D1,v,˜i) ◦ ϕ(D2,v,˜i),(D3,v,˜i) ◦ ϕ(D1,v,˜i),(D2,v,˜i).
(9.28)
The last term is the counterclockwise product of (9.21)’s. This has the same expression
as in (9.10). By the consistency of S, the obstruction vanishes. This completes the
proof.
Remark 9.10. One can say that the notion of spectral scattering diagram is a 2d-
version of usual scattering diagrams and a usual scattering diagram is 4d. Regarding
with the aspect of 2d-4d wall-crossing, ultimately, one should consider the notion of
“2d-4d scattering diagram” where the consistency will be given by 2d-4d wall-crossing
formulas.
9.4 An inductive step
Let S be a spectral scattering diagram which is consistent modulo Tw. We would like
to construct a new spectral scattering diagram.
The consistency modulo Tw implies that M(S, c) = id modulo Tw for any c ∈
Sing(S). We can write it as id +
∑
i 6=j cijT
aijEij and aij ≥ w. Let lij,c be an Y-
preStokes curve of type (i, j) emanating from c if cij 6= 0 and consider the pair lij,c :=
(lij,c,−cijT aij). We set S[c] := {lij,c} and S+ := S∪
⋃
c∈Sing(B) S[c]. We assume the set
B+ := B ∪⋃c,i,j,cij 6=0{lc,ij} is again a tame collection of Y-preStokes curves. Then S+ is
a spectral scattering diagram.
Definition 9.11. A normalization datum of S+ is an extension of the normalization
datum of S if the following holds: For an edge e of G˜B,
me,i,B = mγe,i,B+ (9.29)
where γe is e viewed as a path in G˜B+ .
Suppose there exists an extension of the normalization datum of B. The following is
obvious from the construction.
Lemma 9.12. M(S+, c) is consistent modulo T 2w.
To speak about the consistency of S+, we prepare some notions. For a pair l := (l, φ)
of type (i, j), its weight is defined by
w(l) := sup {w ∈ R>0 | φ = 0 modulo Tw} (9.30)
For a point y ∈ l, the l-weight of y is defined by
wl(y) := w(l) + Re
∫ y
v(l)
(ζi − ζj)dz. (9.31)
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Lemma 9.13. Let l1, ..., ln be a subset of some spectral scattering diagram with a nor-
malization data. For a point c ∈ ⋂ li, M(c) is id modulo Tmini 6=j{wli (c)+wlj (c)}. More
precisely, (M(c))ij, (i 6= j) is zero modulo Twij where
wij := min {wlk(c) + wll(c) | k 6= l, lk is of type (i,m) and ll is of type (m, j) for some m} .
(9.32)
Proof. This is clear from the definition of the monodromy.
An element of
⋃
cS[c] carries the weight greater than or equal to w. By Lemma 9.13,
the new diagram S+ is also consistent modulo Tw.
In the following, we would like to show that S+ is consistent modulo Tw
′
for some
w′ with w′ > w for some special S.
9.5 A local study of a turning point
We would like to prepare a local notion around a turning point. We assume that Lφ isY-tame.
Let v be a turning point (i.e., a double branch). Without loss of generality, we
consider ζ1, ζ2 is branched. Let T be the Stokes curve defined by Im(
∫ x
v
(ζ1 − ζ2)) = 0.
Take a compact neighborhood Uv of x such that
1. By 3 and 5 of Definition 9.2, we can take Uv sufficiently small so that Uv does not
contain any other turning points and does not intersect with (i, 1), (2, i)-Stokes
curves for any i.
2. Uv ∩ T is topologically a trivalent tree and Uv ∩ T has three boundaries z1, z2, z3.
We set
d(Uv) := min
i
{
Re
(∫ zi
v
(ζ1 − ζ2)dz
)}
> 0 (9.33)
We also take a small neighborhood Vv of Uv ∩ T such that the closure of Vv does not
contain any other turning points and does not intersect with Y-Stokes curves of type
(i, 1) or (2, i). Consider the set Lv of connected subsets of Y-preStokes curves of type
(i, 1) or (2, i) such that each l ∈ Lv starts from a point outside Vv and ends at a point
in Uv ∩ T . We set
d(Vv) := inf
l∈Lv
{{
Re
(∫
l
(ζi − ζ1)dz
)
if l is of type (i, 1)
Re
(∫
l
(ζ2 − ζi)dz
)
if l is of type (2, i)
}
> 0. (9.34)
Let w be a turning point or an ordered collision of Y-Stokes curves which is different
from v. Let Lvw,i,j be the set of Y-Stokes curves of type (ij) emanating from w passing
through Vv. We set
dv := inf
w 6=v
inf
i,j
inf
l∈Lvw,i,j
inf
x∈Vv
{
Re
(∫ x
w
(ζi − ζj)dz
)
if l is of type (ij) and the integral is along l
}
.
(9.35)
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This is positive, since the set of turning points and the ordered collisions is discrete and
w is outside the closure of Vv.
We choose Uv and Vv for each turning point and set
wmin := min
v
{d(Uv), d(Vv), dv/2} , (9.36)
which is again a positive real number.
9.6 General construction
We would like to construct a sequence of spectral scattering diagrams.
The Y-initial spectral scattering diagram S0 associated to Lφ is the following:
1. B =: B0 is the set of Y-Stokes curves emanating from the usual turning points.
2. For an Y-Stokes curve l of type (i, j), we consider the pair (l,−1).
We set
Sn := S
+n
0 , Bn := B
+n
0 . (9.37)
We say an element of S′n−1 = Sn\Sn−1 an n-th Stokes curve.
Definition 9.14. We say Lφ is inductively Y-tame, if Lφ is Y-tame and Bn is tame
(Definition 9.4) for any n ≥ 0.
We expect the inductive Y-tameness is satisfied by a generic point of BM and a genericY after imposing some conditions on the order of zeros and poles as in the quadratic
case.
Definition 9.15. Suppose S0 is inductively Y-tame. Then Sn is a spectral scattering
diagram for any n. Let Nn be a normalization data of Bn. A set of normalization data
{Nn}n≥0 is inductive if Ni is an extension of Ni−1 for any i ≥ 1.
Proposition 9.16. Suppose there exists an inductive normalization datum and assume
the inductive Y-tameness.
1. For n ≥ 0, the weight of an n-th Stokes curve is greater than or equal to nwmin.
2. The diagram Sn is consistent modulo T
(n+1)wmin.
Proof. We will prove by induction. By the definition of wmin and Lemma 9.13, the first
Stokes curves have weights at least wmin. The inductive assumption is as follows: Any
m-th Stokes curve (m ≤ n) has weight at least mwmin and the diagram Sn is consistent
modulo T (n+1)wmin .
Let l be an (n+ 1)-st Stokes curve. By the consistency of Sn modulo T
(n+1)wmin , the
weight of l is greater than or equal to (n+ 1)wmin. This proves the first part.
We would like to prove the consistency of Sn+1 modulo T
(n+2)wmin . Let c be an
ordered collision of l with another Stokes curve. If a collision consists of m-th Stokes
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curves with m ≥ 1, Lemma 9.13 implies that the monodromy is id modulo T (n+1+m)wmin
and n+ 1 +m ≥ 2.
So we will consider the case when an 0-th Stokes curve l0 also has an ordered collision
with l on c. Let v be the starting point of the 0-th Stokes curve l0 and we will use the
notation from 9.3. Hence l0 is of type (1, 2).
If the collision c is not in Uv, the weight wl0(c) is greater than or equal to d(Uv) ≥
wmin. Hence the monodromy around the collision is id modulo (n+2)wmin by Lemma 9.13.
Hence we can assume that c is in Uv. Suppose l emanates from a point in c
′ 6∈ Vv.
By Lemma 9.13 and the definition of wmin, we have wl(c) ≥ (n + 1)wmin + d(Vv) ≥
(n+ 2)wmin. By Lemma 9.13, this case is consistent.
Hence we can assume l emanates from a point in c′ ∈ Vv.
Claim 9.17. Each element l′ of Sn possibly passing through c′ satisfies wl(c′) ≥ 2wmin
except for l0.
Proof of the claim. For m-th Stokes curves with m ≥ 2, it is obvious. Any 0-th/first
Stokes curve emanates from outside Vv. Hence wl′(v) = dv ≥ 2wmin. This completes the
proof.
By Claim 9.17, any ordered collision of an n-th Stokes curve with an m-th Stokes
curve on c′ carries the weight ≥ (n + 2)wmin. So we only have to consider an ordered
collision with an n-th Stokes curve and l0. But, this collision only produces the Stokes
curve l of type (l, 2) or (1, l) for some l, which cannot have an ordered collision with
l0.
Corollary 9.18. Suppose Lφ is inductively Y-tame with an inductive normalization
datum. Then there exists a sheaf quantization of Lφ with some brane data, which is an
object of µ(T ∗C,Re(λ/Y),√−1 Im(λ/Y),ΛK0 ).
Proof. By Proposition 9.16 and Proposition 9.9, we have a sheaf quantization of Lφ
as Sn ∈ Mod(ShΛ0/T (n+1)wmin (C)) for each n. By the construction, this gives a locally
Yoneda module in Mod(ShΛ0(C)), which is a sheaf quantization of Lφ.
9.7 Normalization data
To conclude the discussion, we would like to present two inductive normalization data
associated to the differential equation.
Also, in the higher order cases, WKB solutions have a similar expression (see e.g.
[HKT15]):
Ψi(z, ~) := exp
(∫ z P i−1
~
)
exp
(∫ z∑
j=0
P ij~j
)
(9.38)
where i is a label of a sheet of the spectral covering and P ij is uniquely determined from
P i−1.
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The first one is a normalization over C((~)). For a sheet i and vertices v1, v2, we set
exp
(∫ v1
v2
∑
i≥0
P ij~j
)
(9.39)
If one of vi is on a turning point, the integration is normalized as in the quadratic case.
This obviously forms an inductive normalization datum. As a result, we have
Theorem 9.19. If Lφ is inductively Y-tame, there exists a sheaf quantization of Lφ in
µ(T ∗C,Re(λ/Y),√−1 Im(λ/Y),ΛC((~))0 ) associated to (9.1).
The second normalization is defined over C, however it is conjectural. We would like
to state a summability conjecture. Philosophically speaking, a normalization datum is a
ratio of solutions normalized at different points. However, for a Stokes region of Sn, we
cannot expect the Borel summability of the WKB solutions, since there might be m-th
Stokes curves with m > n. Hence we will formulate as follows. The following story is
only conjectural.
We assume Lφ is inductively Y-tame. Let v1, v2 be two vertices of a Stokes region D
of Sn. We denote the corresponding normalized Borel transformed WKB-solutions by
ΨiB,v(z, y)vj (j = 1, 2), which is expected to be well-defined and Laplace-transformable
along appropriate paths.
Conjecture 9.20. For z ∈ D, ΨiB,v(z, y)vj does not have poles on the set
{y | arg y = arg Y, |y| ≤ (n+ 1)wmin} . (9.40)
Let γ be a path connecting v1 and v2. The Laplace transform of Ψ
i
B,vj
(z, y) will
have Stokes phenomena when there exists a pole of ΨiB,v1(y) on R>0 · Y, but we can also
holomorphically continue by deforming the path R>0 · Y.
Conjecture 9.21. 1. The deformed Laplace transforms of ΨiB,v1(y) and Ψ
i
B,v1
(y) are
linearly dependent.
2. We set the ratio of the deformed Laplace transforms by mv1,v2. This gives an
inductive normalization datum.
Remark 9.22. The first statement may be stated more elegantly by using the language
of Ecalle’s resurgence theory. A rough statement is: ΨiB,v1(y) and Ψ
i
B,v2
(y) are linearly
dependent modulo the action of alien derivations supported on y with Re y > (n+1)wmin.
Theorem 9.23. Suppose Lφ is inductively Y-tame. If (9.1) satisfies the above con-
jectures, there exists a sheaf quantization of Lφ in µ(T
∗C,Re(λ/Y),√−1 Im(λ/Y),ΛC0 )
associated to (9.1).
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10 Riemann–Hilbert correspondence with ~
10.1 Riemann–Hilbert correspondence with ~
In this section, we explain a conjectural functorial higher-dimensional version of the
construction. Let X be a complex manifold.
We will first consider the analytic side.
Definition 10.1. We say a holonomic D~-module E is WKB-regular if it is torsion-free
over ~, holonomic for any ~, and each formal type f(~, z) has the form g(z)/~.
Remark 10.2. This regularity is different from the notion of regularity developed by
D’Agnolo–Guillermou–Schapira [DGS11].
Note that the D~-modules associated to quadratic differentials satisfying Assump-
tion 4.4 is WKB-regular by Proposition 7.3.
Consider the derived category of D~-modules over X and denote it by Db(D~(X)).
We denote the full subcategory of cohomologically WKB-regular D~-modules and denote
it by Dbreg(D~(X)).
Next, we will define the geometric side. To state a precise conjecture, we have to
modify the definition of the Novikov ring. We consider R≥0 × R/2piZ as a semigroup
and take the group ring R[R≥0 × R/2piZ]. We denote the indeterminate of the group
ring by T c+
√−1d for (c, d) ∈ R≥0 × R/2piZ. Our new Novikov ring is defined by ΛR0 :=
limR≥03a→∞R[R≥0 × R/2piZ]/T aR[R≥0 × R/2piZ].
For Y ∈ C×~ , we also define a copy ΛR,C/|Y|0 of ΛR0 whose indeterminate is denoted by
T
c+
√−1d
|Y| . For Y,Y′ ∈ C×~ with arg Y = arg Y′ and |Y′| < |Y|, we consider the isomorphism
Λ
R,C/|Y|
0 → ΛR,C/|Y′|0 ;∑
c,d
ac,dT
c+
√−1d
|Y| 7→∑
c,d
ac,dT
c· |Y′|
|Y| +√−1d· |Y
′|
|Y|
|Y′| . (10.1)
We modify the construction of the microlocal category: The gluing morphism of
B-field will be encoded on T
√−1 Im ∫ λY . We will denote the new microlocal category by
µ(T ∗X,Re(λ/Y),√−1 Im(λ/Y),Λ0).
The construction of sheaf quantization still works without no essential changes. We
denote the triangulated hull of sheaf quantizations of holomorphic Lagrangian branes
by µC(T ∗X,Re(λ/Y),√−1 Im(λ/Y),Λ0).
For θ ∈ R/2piZ and Y ∈ e2piiθR>0 ⊂ C×, let OY be the ring of analytic func-
tions defined over some sector containing Y. We say an element ∑c≥c0,d ac(~)T c+√−1d|Y| ∈
Λ
OY,C/|Y|
0 is convergent if the series
∑
c≥c0 ac(~)e
− c+
√−1d
|Y| is absolutely convergent for any
~ ∈ e2piiθR>0 with |~| ≤ |Y|. We denote the subring of ΛOY,C/|Y|0 consisting of convergent
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elements by Λ
conv,Y
0 . The ring Λ
conv,Y
0 acts on Λ
C((~)),C/|Y|
0 by the asymptotic expansions
along θ. For Y,Y′ ∈ C×~ with |Y′| < |Y| and arg(Y) = arg(Y′), we have an inclusion
ιYY′ : Λconv,Y0 ↪→ Λconv,Y
′
0 induced by (10.1).
Let us fix a ray Rθ := R>0eiθ ∈ C×~ .
Conjecture 10.3. There exists the following data:
1. an exhaustive increasing filtration {D≤|Y|}Y∈Rθ of triangulated categories of Dbreg(D~(X))
2. a family of categories {S≤|Y|}Y∈Rθ such that
(a) S≤|Y| is defined over Λconv,Y0 ,
(b) For Y,Y′ ∈ C×~ with |Y′| < |Y| and arg(Y) = arg(Y′), we have an inclusion
S≤|Y| ⊗
Λ
conv,Y
0
Λ
conv,Y′
0 ↪→ S≤|Y′|. (10.2)
where the tensor is taken with respect to ιYY′.
(c) S≤|Y| ⊗
Λ
conv,Y
0
Λ
C/|Y|
0 is a subcategory of µ
C(T ∗X,Re(λ/Y),√−1 Im(λ/Y),Λ0)
where the tensor is taken with respect to the evaluation Λ
conv,Y
0 → ΛC,C/|Y|0 =:
Λ
C/|Y|
0 at Y,
3. for each Y ∈ OY, two OY-linear fully faithful functors
RH
Y
± : D≤|Y| ⊗C[~] OY ↪→ S≤|Y| ⊗
Λ
conv,Y
0
OY (10.3)
such that they satisfy the followings:
1. (functor relation) For Y,Y′ with |Y′| < |Y|, the restriction of RHY′± to D≤|Y|⊗C[~]OY
factors through the subcategory
S≤|Y| ⊗
Λ
conv,Y
0
OY ↪→ S≤|Y| ⊗
Λ
conv,Y
0
OY′
= S≤|Y| ⊗
Λ
conv,Y
0
Λ
conv,Y′
0 ⊗
Λ
conv,Y′
0
OY′
↪→ S≤|Y′| ⊗Λconv,Y0 OY′
(10.4)
and coincides with RH
Y
±.
2. (relation to exact WKB) On the object-level, RH
Y
± recovers our sheaf quantization.
3. (relation to D’Agnolo–Kashiwara) For each Y, there exists a functor EY : S≤|Y|⊗
Λ
conv,Y
0
C→ Eb(ICX) such that EY ◦ (RHY± ⊗ C) ∼= DK|D≤|Y|⊗C.
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4. (t-structure) A regular D~-module M concentrated in degree 0 is sent to a pure
object by RH
Y
± if it is defined and supp(M/~M) = µsupp(RHY±(M)).
Remark 10.4. Recently, Kontsevich–Soibelman [Kon] announced a formulation of Riemann–
Hilbert correspondence for deformation quantization. From this point of view, the
above conjecture can be considered as an intermediate step. The other step to prove
Kontsevich–Soibelman’s conjecture should be a version of Nadler–Zaslow equivalence [NZ09].
10.2 Other examples
Again, let X be a complex manifold.
Example 10.5 (Order 1). We will consider ~-differential equations of order 1. Let Q
be a meromorphic 1-form. The associated equation is
(~∂ −Q(z))ψ = 0. (10.5)
The spectral curve is defined by ξ = Q. Let us denote the pole divisor by M . Take
an open covering {Ui} of X\M such that each intersection is contractible.
Fix Y ∈ C× and a base point zi in each Ui. We solve the equation explicitly:
ψ(z) = exp
(∫ z
zi
Q
~
dz
)
= exp
(
Re
∫ z
zi
Q0Y dz
)
exp
(
Im
∫ z
zi
Q0Y dz
)
exp
(∫ z
zi
Q>0Y dz
)
(10.6)
On each Ui, we put
⊕
c TcKt≥−Re ∫ Q0Y and glue up them as in the order 2 case. Then we
get a sheaf quantization of the spectral curve.
Example 10.6 (cotangent fibers). We consider quantizations of cotangent fibers. Since
it is local on X, we assume X = Cn. For z0 ∈ X, a D~-module D~/(z− z0)D~ quantizes
T ∗z0X.
On the other hand, a sheaf quantization of the cotangent fiber T ∗z0X is given by⊕
c Tc(Kc Kt≥0).
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